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j Docket No. 50-461
i
; lilinois Power Company

ATTN: J. S. Perry
Vice President

Clinton Power Station
Mail Code V-275
P. O. Box 678
Clinton, IL 61727

(.ntlemen:

SUBJECT; NRC REGION III ALAhA TRAM ASSESSMENTS

As you are aware, an important aspect of nuclear power station operations is
the effort to maintain occupational radiation doses as low as reasonably
achievable (ALARA). Our inspectors routinely inspect this aspect of your
operations during their inspections, In addition to these routine
inspections, Region III undertook more extensive team assessrants of nuclear
power station ALARA programs at two Region III facilities last year. These

assessmentsnotedlicenseeALARAimplementationstrengths,aswellasareaswhich appeared to warrant improvement. The licensees responsiveness to the
identified improvement itvr> are expected to improve ALARA performance at
those facilities,

u le we intend to continue our ALARA assessment efforts, the number of these
4 5sments will be limited due to their extensive resource requirements.
W fore, to provide you timely information concerning findings from these
. v;A assessments, which may be of use in the implementation of your ALARA
program, we are forwarding the two reports of the ALARA team assessments we
conducted at the LaSalle County Nuclear Generating Station in April 1990 and
at the Palisados Nuclear Power Plant in May 1990. Also enclosed is the
proceduro the assessment team used to conduct the most recent ALARA assessment.

-This procedure was developed specifically for these assessments, and is
expected to be modified based-on experience gained during its continued
usage.

We are not requesting any licensee a: tion in response to this letter. The
attached documents ce being supplied to you only for information. If you
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have any questions on the results of either inspettion or the procedure,
please contact Dr. Charles F. Gill of my staf f at (708) 790-B261. |

Sincerely, I

.

Charles E. Norelius, Director
Division of Radiation Safety and

$afeguards

Enclosures: As stated :

cc w/ enclosures:
J. Cook, Manager, Clinton Power Station
F. Spangenberg, III, Manager -

Licensing and Safety
DCD/DCB (RIDS)
OC/LFDCB
Resident inspector, RIII-

LPM, NRR
J. McCaffrey, Chief Public

Utilities Division
Patricia O'Brien, Governor's

Office of Consumer Services
S. Zabel, Esquire, Schiff, Hardin,'

& Waite
L. Larson, Project Manager,

General Electric Company
Chairman, DeWitt County Board
Illinois Department of

Nuclear Safety
Robert Newmann, Office vf Public

Counsel, State of Illinois Center
Perry SRI
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Docket No 50-255

Consuu rs Power Company
ATTN: David P. Hoffrian

vice President >

'

Nuclear Operations
1945 West Parnall Road
Jackson, MI 49201

-Gentlemen: ,

This refers to the special team assessment conducted by Mr. C. F. Gill and
other NRC and contractor personnel on May 13-31, 1990, of activities at the
Palisades Nuclear Genersting Plant authorized by NRC Provisional Operating
License No. DPR 20 ar.d to the discussion of our findings with you and others
of your staff at the conclusion of the inspection.

The assessment was conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of licensee actions
to keep radiation doses at the Palisades Plant as low as reasonably achievable
(ALAP.A). The historically high collective radiation dose incurred at the
Palisades Plant prompted this assessment. The team used selective examinations.
of procedures and representative records, . interviews with personnel, independent
measurerents and observations of activities in progress to perform the
evaluation,

;

Within the scope of the assessment, no violations or deviations were identified. I
However, a number of weaknesses, which are discussed in detail in the enclosed 1

report, were identified which in our view contributed to your historically
high radiation dose at Palisades. During our meeting on July 13, 1990, you
described actions that you have initiated to address many of.these identified-
weaknesses, We also are awtre that you are conducting your own self
assessment of your health physics program. . As we discusstd, af ter you have
completed your evaluation of this= report and after completion of your
self-assessment, we would like to meet with you again to disass the progress
of improvements in your health physics /ALARA programs, We will contact you
to set up.the meeting in early September.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the Commission's regulations, a copy of this-
letter and its enclosures will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room.
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We will gladly discuss any questions you have concerning this assessmen .
Sincerely,

Charles E. Norelius, Director
Division of Radiation Safety

and Safeguards

Enclosures:
1. Executive Summary
2. NRC Inspection Report

No. 50 255/90013(DRSS)

cc w/ enclosures:
Mr. Kenneth W. Berry, Director

Nuclear Licensing
Gerald B, Slade, General Manager
DCD/DCB (RIDS)
Licensing fee Management Branch
Resident Inspector, Rlli
James R. Padgett, Michigan Public

Service 03mmission
Michigan Department of

Public Health

R. R. Bellamy, NRC R1bec: D. M. Collins, NRC Rll
B. Murray, NRC RIV
G. P. Yuhas, NRC RV
C. 5, Hinson, NRR, PRPB
T. F. Dragoun, NRC RI
L. L. Coblentz, NRC RV
B. T. Dionne, BNL
J, Baum, BNL
P. E. Utting AECB
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Enclosure 1

DECUTIVE SUMMARY

In 19PS the r nual collective radiation dose at the Palisades huclear
Generatir,g Plant was r' ore than twice the nation 61 average for Pressurized
Weter Reactors (pWRs). Including 1958, the Palisades plant was above the
U.S. PWR average dose for 10 of the last 13 years. A special radiologicel
team inspection conducted at Palisades during late 1980 (Inspection Report
No. 50-255/SBC21(DR55)) concluded thet although the licensee incurred much of
the 1908 radiation exposure on unanticipated outage work and on unusually
extensive or one-time modification / maintenance activities, work planning
deficiencies appeared to have contributed to the high dose. Also, because of
initial poor plant system design and previous poor operational and maintenance
activities, the plant had been plagued with hot spots and relatively high
general area radiation fields which impacted the dose. It was also concluded
that alth0 ugh the licensee had implenented a radiation source reduction i

program three years before, it had not been as effective as anticipated and )
that much additional effort appeared necessary to adequately reduce personnel
exposure. At a meeting with NRC regional management on December 8, 1988, the
licensee indicated, in part, that planned improvements in the ALARA program ;

were egetted to significantly improve future dose saving efforts.

The collective dose for Palisades declined from 730 person-rem in 1988 to
294 person-rem in 1989. This value is expected to be about the same as the
national average for PWRs; however, the lack of a Palisades refueling outage
in 1969 significantly contributed to the decline in ar.nual collective dose.
The annual dose goal for 1990 at Palisades was established at about
1200 person-rer. which includes about 700 person-rem allotted for the Fall
steen generator replacement project (SGRP). Because of past high dose
expenditure and the high-dose jobs anticipated during the Fall 1990 SGRP/
refueling outage, the NRC concluded it was appropriate to conduct another
special review of the Palisades ALARA program.

During the period of May 13 31, 1990, a special team assessment was conducted
by the NRC to evaluate the licensee's efforts for maintaining occupational
radiation doses as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA). The assessment
included a review of the causes of the past high radiation doses; an evaluation
of the licensee's current organization and program for keeping radiation doses
ALARA; a review of past and current licensee initiatives to bring the radiation
doses to within incustry norms; and an evaluation of licensee management's
awareness of, involvement in, and support for the ALARA program.

The team identified ALARA program weaknesses which indicate that a broadscope,
proactive ALARA implementation improvement plan should be initiated by the
licensee. The identified weaknesses included:

Although the team noted that management support of thc ALARA program was'

evident through such mechanisms as the Scope Control Team and the ALARA
Committee, the lack of an overall management-directed ALARA improvement
plan appeared to contribute toward inconsistent levels of ALARA
awareness and differing levels of involvement in ALARA initiatives among
various station groups.

-_ . _ . . -. - -.
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Enclosure 1

ALARA considerations were not well integrated into work planning*

activities.
* Weak procedures governing ALARA activities appeared indicative of a lack

of firm ALARA conn.itment.

With some notable exceptions, there appeared to be a cultural attitude*

that ALARA activities and concerns were solely the responsibility of the
Radiological Services Department (RSD).

ALARA concepts have not been fully incorporated into the training*

program, including general worker and radiological safety technician
training lessor plans and procedures,

in addition to the above concerns, the tean. had concerns regarding the RP/ALARA
readiness for the steam generator replacement project (SGRP)/ refueling outage
scheduled for mid September 1990. The inspectors concluded that not only
would the licensee have difficulty in significantly improving the plant ALARA
program before the SGRP, but the licensee might also have difficulty in
adequately addressing the following ALARA concerns before the outage.

The licensee had not oeveloped correc'.ive action assignments and schedules*

to resolve internal recommendations and lessons learned from the 1988
refueling outage.

The licensee's self assessment of the RP/ALARA program, begun in*

Fcbruary 1990, is not scheduled for completion until August 1990. ALARA
corrective actions had not been assigned and scheduled for implementation
during thc fall 1990 outage.

SGRP RP/ALARA organizational structure, assignments, duties,*

responsibilities, authority and interface with the plant RP/ALARA
organization had not been determined. Numerous similar projects at other
facilities had delineated these organizational / managerial functions much
earlier in the planning stage.

Subsequent to the team inspection, the licensee informed Region 111 that en
implementation plan to ensure RP/ALARA readiness for the fall 1990
SGRP/ refueling outage, as well as a long-term improvement plan, has been
developed. A meeting is scheduled on July 18, 1990, to determine RP/ALARA
readiness for the Fall 1990 outage.

Several program strengths were also identified and are sumarized as follows:

Dose savings have been achieved for certain repetitive high dose jobs.*

Superintendents have been involved in setting annual dose goals for 1990*

and have established additional " exceptional" target levels.

The quality of post-job ALARA reviews has been good.*

2
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Enclosure 1

The ALARA staff is proactive and conscientious. The ALARA/ refueling
'

engineering interface appears to be working well. Also, the assignment
of some RWP/ALARA personnel to various project work groups to expedite
RWP preparation and ALARA reviews appears to be a positive initiative.

* Use of the five-Year Plan for planning long term, large-capital ALARA
initiatives has been beneficial.

'

1rproved design and electro polishing of new steam generators is'

1 inoicative of positive actions to reduce future dose.

* The surrogate tour system is a useful training and familiarization tool.
1

* Centractor fees have been tied to ALARA performance. Further monetary
ir.centives h6ve been developed to elicit worker ALARA suggestions and to
induce department managers to meet annual department ALARA goals.

A comprehensive self assessment of the ALARA program is underway.*

A more detailed listing of both strengths and improvement items are set forth
in each section of the report details.

3
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION 111

Report No. 50-2bb/90013(DR55)

Doctet No. 60-255 License No. DPk 20

Licensee: Consumers Po.er Company
212 West Michigan Avenue IJackson, MI 49201

.

Facility Name: Palisades Nuclear Generating Plant

Inspection At: Palisades Site, Covert, Michigan

Inspection Conducted: May 13-31, 1990

C.k. 7//d/90Inspectors:
C. F. Gill, Team Leader Date

,,k vu 7|/.2|fd,

'R. A. Paul, Team Member Da\e

. . .th! 9 m$ 9N ?/' kd
M. h. hunowski, Te'am Member Date

b'. ~? )?
.

Dat6
nAt 4

0ragoup', Team Member

Accompanied By: A. W. Merkley, Team Member
L. L. Coblentz, Team Member,

B. J. Dionne, Team Member'"

Approved By: (,',.C $[,O' 7A e /; 3
W. G. Snell, Chief Da'te
Radiological Controls and ,

Emergency Preparedness Section

Inspection Summary

inspection on May 13-31, 1990 (Report No '^-255/90013(DR55))
Areas Inspected: Special, announcea assessment of the ALARA program (IP B3728).
Tesults: The licensee has implemented a generally adequate ALARA program,
that with further development has the elements necessary to become a good

*
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however, there were many areas identified where actions could beSome of the areas where irnprovement could beprogram,

achieved included training, dose reduction f or major job tasks, corporate andtaken to improve the program.

management support, ALARA involvement in planning, ALARA awareness andNo violations or deviations were identified.initiatives and ALARA procedures.

.,
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DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

Consumers Power Company

Alderink, Industry Experience and Assessment Administrator$

C. Attell, Health Physics Consultant
R. Beeker, Audit Supervisor
E. Bogue, ALARA Coordinator
J. Brunet, Senior Licensing Analyst

Fontaine, Senior Health Physicist.s .

K. r;3as, Radiological Services Manager
J. H si, Senior QA Consultant
J. Hansan, Operations Superintendent
D. P. Ho'fman, Vice Presi jent, F - '' 'ations
D. W. Jots, Vice President, Ene <rvices
M. Lesintki, SGRP Health Phy*' ..over
R. McCO eb, QA Director
M. Meneucci, Senior Health Physicist
R. Orost, Engineering and Maintenance Manager
C. Plachta, Senior HP Technician
J. Pomaranski, Site Projects Manager, ESS
G. Slade, Plant General Manager
G. Smith, Senior Nselaar Operations Analyst
D. VandeWalle, Technical Director

Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region 111

B. Burgess, Chief, Reactor Projects Section 2A
L. Greger, Chic', Reactor Programs Branch
W. Snell, Chief, Radiological Controls and Eniergency Preparedness Section
E. Swanson, Senior Resideat Inspector

The above persons attended the exit meeting on May 31, 1990. Additional
licensee personnel were contacted during the course of the inspection.

2. Dose Evaluation

a. Introduction

This ALARA assessment was prompted, in part, by the high annual
collective dose experienced in 19BB at the Palisades Plant. As part
of this assessment, an analysis of the licensee's radiological dose
data was performed in an attempt to identify the potential causes
for the elevated collective dose, as well as to evaluate the
effectiveness of the licensee's efforts to reduce dose at
Palisades. The inspection also included a systematic review of the
major elements of the licensee's ALARA program and an waluation of
the effectiveness of its implementation.

3
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b. Q11ectiveDose
The collective dose f rom 1986 to 1989 f or Palisades was compared
with that *0r the average U.S. Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR). In
1996, Palisades was 6M above the average collective dose for PWRs.
This de:reased in 1987 to +121 and in 1968 increased to +117L
The collective dose for Palisades dropped from 730 in 1988 to
294 person-rem in 19E9. This value is expected to be about the

same as the average collective dose for PWRs in 1989. Palisades
collective dose ranked 8th highest out of 59 PWR5 in 1986, 13th out
of 64 PWR5 in 1987, 4th out of 66 PWRs in 198B, and is espected to
rank near the middle of 72 PWRs in 1989. (See Attachment 1, item A)

c. Averace Individual Dose

A review of the average individual dose was performed for the period
1966 to 1989. Palisades average individual dose was 20% above the

-

average annual dose for PWR radiation workers in 1986, - 21 in 1987,
and +391 in 1988. The average individual dose decreased in 1989 at --

Palisades to 286 mrem /yr, which is expected to be slightly lower
than the average individual dose at U.S. PWRs. (See Attachment 1,
Jtem B)

d. Daily Collective Dose

A review of the daily collective dose was performed to determine if
the average daily dose being expended during non-outage and outage
periods was higher than that at other PWRs. Palisades daily
collective dose per reactor was 121% higher than other PWRs during
non-outage periods and 39% lower during outage periods. (See
Attachment 1, item C)

e. Exposure Rates

In an attempt to determine if the increased collective dose was due
to higher than average exposure rates, a comparison was performed of
Palisades' steam generator tube sheet shutdown radiation levels with
those f rort "ther Combustion Engineering (CE) PWRs. Attachment 2
is a figue mich makes this comparison for the period from 1971 to
1978. At present, steam generator tube sheet radiation levels at
Palisades are 4 to 7 R/hr at ccntact. A review of this information
indicated that Palisades radiation levels inside the eteo.n generatori
are, in general, lower than those presented for CE PWRs in Combustion
Engineering Report No. NPSD-69 entitled " Dose Rate & Man-Rem Measurement
Program." It should be noted that this comparison is cursory, and
does not include other work location radiation leveh. Therefore,"

caution should be exercised 50 as not to construe the;e results as
definitive.

4
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f. Repetitive High Dose Jobs

To f urther identify the potential causes f or the elevated collective
doses, a review of the repetitive high dose jobs that were conducteaThe
during outages and during routine operations was performed.
collective doses for Palisades repetitive high dose jobs from ine
1983, 1985, and 1988 refueling outages were compared against those
reported in NUREG/CR 4254 (Attachment 3, Item A). Only ten of the
25 values reviewed for high-dose job; during refueling outages were
above the average values for CE-PWRs, ]n general, high-dose jobs
were near or below the average values for repetitive refueling
outage high-dose jocs.

The trend in the total collettive doses for outage repetitive jobs
was compared against the average total collective dose for theseThe average for
same jobs at CE-PWRs as reported in NUREG/CR-4254.
CE PWR repetitive high dose jobs conducted during outages totaled

Palisades expended 390 person-rem during the 1983320 person rem. This
RF0, 190 during the 198b RF0, and 170 during the 1988 RTO.
indicates that Palisades has been successful in reducing repetitive
high dose jobs conducted during refueling outages.

The collective doses for Palisades tr; 'tive high-dose jobs conducted
,ing 198b - 1989 wereduring routine operations and outages

compared against those reported in NULG/CR 4254 (Attachment 3,
Twenty-three out of thirty values reviewed for repetitiveitem 8).

high dose jobs during routine operations and outages were above theThis indicates that repetitive high doseaverage values for CE PWRs.
jobs conducted during routine operations may account for a portion
of the above average collective dose at Palisades.

The trend in the total collective doses for repetitive high dose
jobs conducted during outages and routine operations was compared
against the total collective doses for these same jobs at CE-PWRs,The average total for CE-PWRs was
as reported in NUREG/CR-4254. Palisades expended 200 person-rem during 1985 and60 person-rem. during 1988, and 78 during 1989. Althocqh
1986, 170 during 1987, 150
a downward trend has been achieved, additional effort is required to
reduce these repetitive job exposures below the referenced CE-PWR
industry averages.

ALARA post-job review records were examined to identify problems
encountered and the corrective actions identified for theseThe inspectors also discussed with
repetitive high-dose jobs. licensee personnel the licensee-identified problems, and corrective

in addition, the various dose andactions taken or planned,
contamination reduction techniques found in Appendix 8 of

The inspectors concluded that the
NUREG/CR-4254 were discussed.
post-job review process has generally resulted in the identification

-
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of significant problems which are usually resolved in a timely
The downward trendmanner with appropriate corrective actions.I

in dose for most of these high dose jobs demonstrates the
effectiveness of the licensee's efforts,

g. Non-Repetitive High-Oose Jobs

A review of the non-repetitive high-dose jobs was performed to
>

determine if the large amount of non-routine work resulted in the4

high exposures incurred in 1986 through 1989. Because special
maintenance activities constitute the largest work function dose
category for U.S. PWRs (NUREG-0713) and are generally non repetitive,
these activities at Palisades were compared to the average U.S. FWR, ;

The collective doses for special maintenance in 1986 - 1989 are
shown in Attachment 4 Items A and B for Palisades and the U.S. PWRSubtracting these totals from the plantaverage, respectively.
collective doses yields the adjusted collective doses shown in
Attachment-4.

These adjusted totals indicate that Palisades collective dose in

and will likely exceed the average In+40% in 1987, +190% in 1988,1986 was 133% above the average PWR
1989. The average annual

percent of the collective dose for special maintenance during
1986-1989 at Palisades was 14%, compared to 32% for the average U.S. '

PWR during 1986 1987. Based on data comparisons and interviews with
plant staff, the inspectors concluded that the licensee's elevated
doses are not a result of special maintenance activities,

h. Assessment Findings

Based on the above. review, the following assessment findings were
identified regarding the licensee's ALARA program.

Strength: Efforts to reduce doses for certain repetitive high-dose -

jobs have been relatively successful.

Improvement Item: Conduct continuing comparisons of radiation dase
' data at. Palisades with that for.the average U.S. PWR to identify
areas where improvement is warranted, and implement correctiveL

actions as appropriate to reduce doses. .

3. ALARA Program / Organization
.

'a. -Introduction

The licensee-implemented a program to maintain occupational exposure
as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA) when tne ALARA policy
statement contained in the Nuclear Operations Department Radiation
Safety Plan (Parts 2 and 3)-was issued in 1981. The requirements

and guidelines of the plan are specified by Corporate Nuclear
Operations Depsrtment Standard No. NODS-H01, " Health Physics
Standard." The first ALARA Committee meeting was convened at the .

:

6 .
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Palisades Nuclear Generating Plant on April 21, 1961. The corporate
ALARA Engineer and station ALARA Coordinator positions were
established in August 1981. A procedure for performing an ALARA job
review was implemented in August 1982. A procedure for incorporating
ALARA design considerations into major and minor modifications was
implemented in 1985.

b. ALARA Program

The station's ALARA program is described in Palisades Administrative
Procedure No. 7.02, Revision 3, "ALARA Program" and is implemented by
two ALARA groups within the Radiological Services Department (RSD).
The procedure was written to establish policies, goals, and
standards to reduce total personnel radiation exposure at Palisades
in accordance with Section V, Part 3, "ALARA Program," of the
corporate Radiation Safety Plan. The adequacy of the procedure is
discussed in Section 7. The Radiation Safety Plan was developed
and is maintained by the Corporate Health Physicist to satisfy
corporate Standard No. NDDS H01. Notwithstanding the corporate
Radiation Safety Plan and Standard, an explicit, written endorsement
of ALARA from corporate management is lackin This matter and
corporate involvement in the ALARA program, g.in general, are
discussed further in Section 4.

The ALARA program for the Steam Generator Replacement Project (SGRP)
was briefly reviewed. At the time of the inspection, the SGRP ALARA
group was generally operating under the station's ALARA program
procedure, with aMitional guidance provided by certain policies
developed by the SGRP ALARA group. These policies are part of the
SGRP draft Project Radiological Plan, which is intended to augment
station radiation protection procedures and to provide additional,
project * specific guidance. At the time of the inspection, the Plan
had not been approved pending licensee decisions regarding SGRP
RP/ALARA organizational structure, assignments, duties,
responsibilities, and authority. Discussions with the sGRP ALARA
Coordinator and the SGRP HP Manager, both with prior experience in
similar positions, and a review of the draft Plan and a draft
RSD SGRP interface document developed by 1.he SGRP radiation
protection group indicated that the SGRe ALARA program should be
adequate for the SGRP if implemented as planned.

At the end of the inspection, the licensee stated that an RP/ALARA
organization structure for the SGRP had been adopted, and that the
RSD and the SGRP contractor RP group would meet in early Ju,ne to
assign personnel to the adopted organization, determine needs for
proceGure revisions, establish schedules and milestones, and develop
an interface agreement.

7
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c. Organization and Staffing

Prior to December 1989, there was only one R:0 ALARA group, consisting
of an ALARA Coordinator and 3 4 senior radiation safety technicians
(RSTs) during normal operations, and augmented during major outages
with several contractor technicians. The ALARA Coordinator reported
to the Health Physics (HP) Superintendent, who reported to the RSD
Manager. The major duties of the group were the traditional ALARA
activities and the preparation of all Radiation Work Permits (RWPs).
In December 1989, the licensee reorganized the RSD, reassigning the
ALARA Coordinatcr from day-to-day operational activities to the
responsibility f or long-term ALARA and outage planning, the source
term reduction program, and liaison activities between RSD and the
SGRP RP/ALARA group. In the new organization, the ALARA Coordinal r
was assigned three expera iced RSTs and reports directly to the Rh
Manager. The day-to-day activities, such as RWP preparation and
ALARA job reviews, are now the responsibility of the Nuclear
Operations Analyst (ALARA Operatir's Supervisor), who reports to the
HP Superintendent and is assisted oy 3-4 experienced RSTs.

During the current maintenance outage, the Operations ALARA Analyst
functioned as a Duty Health Physicist. His responsibilities in the

ALARA group were assumed by an RST, and additional attention to the
day to-day operations was also given by the ALARA Coordinator. This
practice of re-assigning ALARA personnel during an outage may
detract from the effectiveness of the ALARA Operations Supervisor
ard ALARA Coordinator positions. Also during the outage, two
contractor RSTs were added to the day-to-day ALARA operations staff.

The overall quality and experience of the ALARA personnel appear
generally good. However, problems with the job history files,
inaccurate task-related dose estimates, and the use of a
3 person-rem minimum limit for initiating an ALARA review compared
to the nominal industry limit of 1 person rem (see Section 7) may
indicate that the station ALARA groups are understaffed. (Licensee
personnel interviewed stated that the existing staff had not had
time to adequately address these matters.)

Discussions with the licensee and a review of procedures indicated
that the ALARA Program procedure and Palisades Administrative Procedure
No. 7.00, Revision 6, " Radiological Services Department Organization
and Responsibilities," have not been revised to describe the new
organization and reassigned responsibilities. Informally, the ALARA
Coordinator and the Operations AlARA Supervisor have discussed the
matter and have der 1rcated areas of responsibilities. The lack of
procedural guidance in this area apparently has not caused significant
problems to date but is a weakness that should be corrected to ensure
that concerns are promptly addressed by the responsible staff person.

As discussed above, the inspectors reviewed the SGRP ALARA program,
including organization and staffing. At the end of the inspection,
the licensee had tentatively established an RP organization for the
combined refueling outage ana the SGRP. The organization will

8
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consist of two basically separate groups, with the RSD responsible
for refueling activities and the SGRP RP/ALARA group responsible
for steam generator replacement activities; however, the station duty
HP will have definitive decision-making authority over all day-to day

The SGRP ALARA Coordinator and the RPcontainment activities.
Manager have extensive experience, including participation in the
steam generator replacement project at 0.C. Cook and theIn addition,
recireviation piping replacement project at Dresden.
the station ALARA Coordinator and two experienced station technicians
have been detailed to the SGRP ALARA group, and two experienced
contractor technicians are employed by the main contractor for the
SGRP to provide initial review of work packages for radiation
protection concerns.

d. ALARA program Support and Incentives

Notwithstanding the lack of an explicit written endorsement of ALARA
from corporate management, financial support of ALARA efforts was
evident and has increased significantly since 1986 (the long-term
plan for budgeting ALARA improvement items is included in theExamples of several large-capitallicensee's five-Year Plan).
initiatives undertaken by the station are discussed in Section 9.

Attendance of the Cor'sorateNon-financial support was also evident.
Health Physicist and station upper management at the monthly i.LARA

Discussions with the licensee andCommittee meetings has been good.
a review of meeting minutes indicated the Committee was fulfilling
its intended functions, including reviewing progress towards exposure

However, further improvements in documentation of taeetinggoals.
discussior.s could be made; these improvements began in mid-1989 whenMinutes for thea new secretary was appointed to the Committee.
station ALARA Subcommittee, composed of first-line management and
workers from various station departments, were also reviewed.
Discussions with the licensee and the review of meeting minutes
indicated the Subcommittee was fulfilling its intended function.
The inspectors attended a Subcommittee meeting; however, because aThis
quorum was not in attendance, the meeting was rescheduled.
incident was isolated; attendance at previous meetings was good.

An ALARA Committee for the SGRP has been established with
representatives from the station and SGRP upper management and
radiation protection groups to review SGRP ALARA concerns and toThe Corporate
advise SGRP and station managers on these concerns.The Committee is scheduled to
Health Physicist is also a member.
meet monthly until the outage activities begin in mid-September 1990,
wha the meetings will be held weekly. Discussions with the licensee
and a review of minutes for the two meetings held to date indicated
the Committee was meeting its intended function.

Additional indication of management support of and worker participation
in the ALARA program was observed in an active ALARA suggestion

Av.ards of nominal value areprogram and a " Cost Chopper" program.
given for beneficial ALARA suggestions. ALARA suggestions that may

|
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result in si'gnificant person-rem savings are usually directed to the
" Cost Chopper" program by the ALARA staff to maximize the incentive
to workers. Cash / stock awards are given for beneficial ideas
submitted to this program, ]n addition, annual cash bonuses for
upper station managers are dependent on the success of the managers'
work groups in meeting annual dose goals (discussed further in
Section 6), and other station personnel involvement in the ALARA
program is bolstered through evaluation of employee efforts to
minimize personal radiation expos :re during annual employee
performance appraisals. The SGRP radiation protection group plans
to use the station's ALARA suggestion program,

e. Plant Tours

No significant instances of poor ALARA work habits were observed by
the inspectors during tours of the plant. During review of
work-in progress in a high radiation area, a niinor problem with
the adequacy of protective clothing was observed by the inspectors.
The problem was quickly corrected by the licensee. Dose rates
measured by the inspectors during the tours were in agreement with
licensee survey records and postings.

The inspectors also toured the licensee's recently expanded solid
radioactive waste (radwaste) shipping facilities, rormerly, radmaste
shipping activities were conducted in two separate buildings.
Discussions with the licensee indicated that the Radwaste Shipping
Coordinator was involved in the design of the expanded facilities,
which now includes additional permanently shielded storage areas for
high dose primary system filters, resins, and evaporator bottoms; an
enclosed work area and dedicatea wood planing equipment for
decontaminating scaffolding; a " super" box compactor for compacting
dry active waste in 97 ft3 metal boxes; and a remote tool for
high-integrity container lids. The Radwaste Shipping Coordinator
stated that the expanded facilities are expected to result in a
2-3 person-rem savings per year for the Radwaste shipping group.

The inspectors also reviewed RWPs maintained at the entrance to the
main radiological controlled area (RCA). No major problems were
identified with the RWPs; however, several minor problems, relating
to general quality control of RWPs, were noted. RWP P900104 contained
an ALARA Pre-Job Checklist that referred to an attached memo dated
3-11-87; however, this memo was not attached to the RWP. In addition,

the " Radiation Work Plan" 6ttached to the RWP incorrectly specified
two pairs of plastic shoe covers and one pair of cloth shoe covers;
the RWP specified one pair of nylon booties and one pair of rubber
overshoes. RWP P900404 specified that informal or formal prejob
briefings were required; however, no criteria were specified in the
RWP or in station procedures for determining which type of briefing
was required. RWP P900502 contained an illegible Pre-Job Checklist
and copies of several pages of the health physics desk log. The

copies of the log did not highlight the entry or entries pertinent to
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the RWP. SGRP RWPs P900701 and P900702 contained several pages of
informatiot related to generation of the RWP by the work group that
were unnecessary for workers using the RWP. The problems with the
RWPs were discussed with licensee representatives, who agreed that
additional quality control was necessary,

f. Assessment Findinos

Based on the above review, the following assessment findings were
identified regarding the licensee's ALARA program.

' Strengths:

Station ALARA and SGRP RP/ALARA personnel are experienced.*

Station upper management and the Corporate Health Physicist*

regularly attend station and SGRP ALARA committees.

Use of monetary inertives to elicit worker ALARA suggestions*

and to induce department managers to meet annual department
ALARA goals.

Improvement items:

Increase quality control reviews of RWPs.

Continue documentation improvements in the rtinutes of the*

station ALARA Committee.

Revise station procedures to reflect the new ALARA organization
and establish responsibilities for the two RSO ALARA groups.

A written endorsement of ALARA should be provided by corporate*

management.

4. Corporate Involvement

The corporate office support for radiological safety consists of one
individual, the Corporate Health Physicist. This individual reports

directly to the Director of Nuclear Safety and is responsible for 1)
implementing the quality assurance program for personal dosimetry, 2)
developing and maintaining the NOD Radiation Safety Plan, 3) attending
technical meetings and disseminating applicable information and 4)
serving as a member of the Nuclear Safety Review Board. A Corporate

ALARA Engineer position was established in August 1981, but was
eliminated in a 1985 reorganization.

Presently, the corporate office is assigned the following ALARA functions:

Review relevant dose-reduction research, practices, and*
modifications performed in the nuclear industry. Disseminate this
information to the appropriate individuals within the organization
as well as the Palisades ALARA Committee.

11
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Appraise the effectiveness of the radiation and contamination*
control programs, e.g., the 1990 Health Physics Self-Assessment.

Review plant operating occurrences including significant*
radiological incidents, e.g., exposures in excess of regulatory
limits and NRC inspection findings in Radiation Protection.

Provide basic guidelines for implementation of the ALARA program,*
i.e., the Radiation Safety Plan and Standard No. NOD 5 H01.

Dverall, the corporate support of the ALARA program appeared broad in
scope but only rnarginally ef fective because it consisted of only limited
involvement by one individual. Considering the collective dose history
at Palisades, additional corporate involvement seems warranted.

Irnprovement Items:

l$ sue a corporate ALARA policy statement which reemphasizes*
management's commitment towards ALARA and line management's
responsibility to redu;e dose.

Strengthen and possibly expand the corporate ALARA functions to aid*
in reducing doses at Paldsades.

5. Training

The inspectors reviewed selected licensee training programs regarding
presentation and implementation of ALARA policies and procedures for
routine and special work activities. lnformation was collected by
interviews with licensee personnel; procedure and policy reviews; review-
of instructor lesson plans, trainee study guides, and examinations; and
tours of onsite and offsite training facilities,

General Employee / Basic Radiation Worker Training (GET/BRWT)a.

Current lesson plans for GET indicated that basic radiation safety
and ALARA concepts were appropriately communicated to all new
employees, consistent with the requirements of 10 CFR 19.'.2.
Incoming radiation workers are given an additional 1-2 day course
in BRW7, which included demonstrating minimal proficiency in
f risking hands and feet, and in donning and removal of protective

Tne inspectors noted that although BRWT included aclothing.
lecture on respiratory protection, trainees were not required to
demonstrate proper respirator donning or leak-checking techniques,
and no hands-on instruction was provided for the respirator prior
to the qualifying fit test.
A tour of the GET/BRh7 f acilities, located in South Haven, Michigan,
revealed that considerable ef fort had gone into upgradirig the
classrooms and teaching equipment. The inspectors noted, however,
that areas presently designated for protective clothing donning and
removal were not edequate to meet the stated intention of observing
the proficiency of as many as 200 employees in one day.

12
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ALARA aspects of the GET/BWR programs were considered adequate.

Advanced Radiation Worker Trainingb,

Interviews with Nuclear Training personnel and review of selected
lesson plans indicated that non-R50 employees did not, as part of
their formal training program, generally receive skill-specific
radiological work practices training, other than the generalOne exception identified was the Advancedoverview given in BRWT.
Radiation Worker Training (ARVT), given to designated operations
department personnel.

The inspectors reviewed the evolution of the licensee's ARWT
program to determine the scope, thoroughness, and intended function

Some inconsistencies were noted, as listed below.of the training.

The Radiation Safety Plan, Section V, Part 2, " Radiation Work
Permits," states that RST coverage or ARWT must be specified on
the RWP-for such tasks as opening a primary system, working in high
radiation-areas with levels greater than or-equal to 1000 mR/hr, or
when the radiological conditions to be encountered are unknown.
Administrative Procedure 7.03, " Radiation Work Permit,'! makes a
similar statement _in Paragraph 6.4 b, "Unless the workers have
received Advanced Radiation Worker Training, Dedicated Radiation
Safety Technician coverage shall be specified on the RWP for thefollowed by a similar, but longer list of tasks,"following: ...

including packaging radwaste.

Although both of the above documents imply that ARWT qualifies a
radiation worker for a variety of tasks, Nuclear Training (NT)
personnel insisted that the ARWT program, both originally and in
its current vers W was intended solely to allow Auxiliary OperatorsNT
(A0s) to make self monitored entries iato high radiation-areas.
personnel also stated that the ARW' program had been superseded by ),
the High Radiation Area Access (HRAA' A gram (part of NT Program 1
and tnat any procedural references tn J e ARWT program should be
considered out-of-date.

:The inspectors noted references to the superseded ARWT program in
current revisions of several other licensee policies and procedures,
including the course matrix for NT Program 4.3, " Auxiliary Operator
Training Program," and HP 2.5, " Entry Control for High Radiation
Areas Over I R/hr." .The inspectors did not identify any licensee
procedures, other than NT Program 1, that mentioned the HBAA
course.-

Comparison of the ARVT course material with the HRAA course material
showed that the latter program was considerably reduced in scope,
and did not include the ARWT section on " advanced contaminationThe HRAA
control" or " advanced radioactive material control."
course was consistent with the current licensee controls' stated89-002, "1R Door Verification"; however,in Palisades Plant Policy
RSD Policy 85.021, which governs the qualification of operations
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department personnel to perform self-monitoring in high radiation'

areas, did not reference either the current HRAA program or the
current control practices of Policy 89-002.

i

The inspectors concluded that the lack of procedut si clarity, in
relation to the current purpose and scope of the ARdi program, left
open the potential for misinterpretation and inconsistent radiological
control practices. The inspectors f urther concluded that the absencej

of tkill-specific ALARA training within the formal training programs
of non-RSD personnel constituted a missed opportunity for meeting
the licensee's safety objective of stimulating plant wide ALARA
consciousness,

,RST Trainina/HP Continuing Trainingc.

The inspectors reviewed NT Program 19, " Radiological Safety and
| Chemistry Training Program." which outlines the licensee's formal

training path f or the entry-level RST. Upon completion of GET/8RVT
t

the trainee receives several weeks of OJT, followed by approximately
eight weeks at the licensee's Midland training facility. The

Midland courses include a generic reactor systems course, HP
Fundamentals, and HP 1.

HP Continuing Training, also covered in NT Program 19, is structured
to supplement the initial training. RSTs are required each month
to attend three 1-hour training sessions, presented in duplicate
morning and afternoon classes, with makeups provided for backshift.'

Examinations accompany each lecture. Documentation of recent HP
Continuing Training indicated nearly 100% participation by qualified

|- RSTs.

ALARA aspects of the RST traiHng/HP Continuing Training programs
7 were considered adequate,

d. HP OJT

HP 1.1, "On-the* Job Training," i as revi?wed for adequacy of the DJT
process, procedures, and quoificativ cards. Several items were
found to be out of-date; for exampie, the TL? reader practical'

factors were not applicable to the type of reau r currently used ,

by the licensee. In addition, the inspi-tors no'ed that the special
qualification card for "ALARA/RWP" consisted vi only two practical
factors, requiring the performance of one pre-job and one post job
review. Interviews with RSD personnel indicated that no additional

: formal-training was given to RSTs designated to write RWPs or
The inspectors did not identify anyperform as ALARA planners.

provisions to ensure'that these individuals were trained in other
essential areas, such as use and maintenance of job history files.
familiarization with the work request / work order routing system, or
. insertion of ALARA hold points into work procedures.
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RSD personnel responsible for the OJT program acknowledged the need
for a revisior and update of the HP OJT process, procedures, and

RSD training personnel stated that this needqualification cards
had already been identified in a review of OJT conducted by an

technologist from the licensee's Midland traininginstructions)Efforts to complete a substantial revision of the HP 0.1Tcenter.
process are scheduled for CDmpletion by february 1991

The inspectors concluded that a revision of the HP OJT program, asThediscussed, was necessary to make the program fully effective.
inspectors also concluded that specific attention should be given
towards ensuring that ALARA/RWP practical factors thoroughly
prepare RSTs for performing as ALARA planners or RWP preparers,

e. Contratter RST Training

The inspectors' examination of contractor RST training lesson
plans found them to consist, in large part, of outdated procedures.
Modules 86-03, " Radiological In:ident Reports " dated May 5,1986,
was the most recent lesson plan. Module 1, " Radiation Safety
Department Policies / Practices," dated November 1, 1985, did not
reflect the current RST organizational structure or policies.
Module X, "High Ra'iation Area Entry >1R/hr," also dated November 1,
1985, took no advantage of the licensee's experience or lessons
learned in this area, nor could it be used to teach incoming
contractor RSTs current licensee practices.

A consultant had been hired by the licensee to develop training for
The consultant statedcontractor RSTs for the upcoming SGRP outage.

that extensive revisions to the contractor RST training program were
in progres., including complete rewriting of the lesson plans, use
of a screening pre-exam to verify basic HP knowledge of incoming

The consultantRSTs, and job-specific training for the SGRP work.
noted, however, that contractor RST training fer the April-May 1990
outage had been somewhat inadequate, due to the need for extensive
lesson plan and examination updates. In addition, this training had
been conducted in the South Haven training facility, which at that
time had no chalk boards, no copying machine, overhead projectors
without available overheads, and uncomfortable accommodations.5

The inspectors' subsequent tour of the f acility, described in
hection 4.a., above, showed that these unfavorable training
conditions had been corrected.

The inspectors concluded that contractor RST training has suffered
from a lack of attention and that past failures to maintain lesson
plans current and ensure consistency between contractor RSTs and
licensee RSTs held the potential for impacting ALARA efforts with
inadequate or inconsis'ent RST job coverage.

|
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f. AtARA Engineering Technology Training

The inspectors reviewed training records and lesson plans for the
licensee's ALARA Engineering Technology ( AET) training. Currently
structured as a 16 hour course, AET includes general ALARA
principles, crud attivation and deposition, in place maintenance,
plant layout, traffic petterns, shielding design, cost analyses, job
planning and control, and ALARA reviews. Available training records
indicated that, although AET had been offered sevtral times since
1985, only about 16 Palisades employees had attended (although the
attendance list for contractors was somewhat longer).

Several AET attendees told the inspectors that the course was
ineffective because it placed too much emphasis on general HP
principles, rather than emphasizing design engineering from an
ALARA perspective. One system erigineer expressed the opinion
that the misplaced emphasis was due to AET lesson plans being
written by HPS rather than by experienced engineers.

NT personnel acknowledged these observations, noting that several
extens.ve AET revisions had already been conducted, and that
continuing efforts were in progress to make the course both
attractive and ef fettive for technical and engineering attendees.
The roster for the upcoming June 27-28, 1990, AET course listed 10
prospective attendees, with a notable cross-section of personnel
f rom the operations, traintenance, and engineering groups.

The inspectors concluded that the licensee's ongoing efforts seem
well directed toward establishing an adequate ACT training program.

g. Specialized Training for ALARA Personnel

The inspectors reviewed R$D participation in professional workshops
and seminars related to ALARA. The HP superintendent and the
corporate ALARA design engineer had attended the 1989 Brookhaven
National Laboratory ALARA Conference; the corporate ALARA design
engineer had also attended the 1989 EPRI workshop.

Both the ALARA Coordinator and the ALARA Operations Supervisor
regularly attend the Westinghouse REM seminar. The ALARA Coordinator
had also attended the 1989 INPO RPM workshop, the 1989 Region 111
ALARA coordinator meeting, and various certification training
Courses.

The ALARA Coordinator stated that several of these workshops and
seminars had proved helpful. As an example, the purchase and use of
a surrogate tour system (see Section 9) as an ALARA tool had been
prompted by a Region 111 ALARA coordinator meeting.
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h. Use of Moctup Training

Interviews with the SGRP ALARA planner revealed plans for the use of
four major mockups as an ALARA tool for the upcoming SGRP outage.
None of the four mockups was available for observation in a
ready-to-use condition; however, the licensee seerred confident thatTheeach would be completed in time for adeauate mockup training.
SGRP ALARA planner stated that mockup training would include all
crew leaders ad lead technicians, all applicable craf ts, and as dIn addition, intended simulat';many RP personnel as possible.
plant conditions will include appropriate lighting, confind spaces,
signs, boundaries, protective clothing, respirators, multibadging,
pre-job briefings, and RWP sign-ins.

Although construction of these mockups appeared to be somewhat
behind schedule, the inspectors concluded that the intended scope
and thoroughness of mockup training for the SGRP outage, as planned,
appeared to appropriately address ALARA objectives.

i. Training Feedback initiatives

The inspectors evaluated the licensee's mechanisms for providing
feedback to the training department on strengths and weaknesses
observed by the operations, maintenance, and radiation protection

The Training Review Tracking Committee (TRTC) is one suchgroups.
mechanism, a review board made up of NT instructors and supervisors
from each program, as well as departmental training representatives.
The TRTC reviews Radiological incident Reports, plant modifications,
Deviation Reports, Event Reports, vendor correspondence, procedural
changes, and industry bulletins; those reviews are incorporated into
lesson plans.

While the TRTC appeared to serve a valuable function, interviews
with several NT personnel a M departmental training coordinators
indicated that the TRTC was seldom used by operations, maintenance,
or radiation protection personnel as a vehicle for providing
feedback on ALARA training deficiencies observed during works whereThe inspectors noted that in some instanperformance. +ivespecific training deficiencies were identified by a Cori, .

Action Review Board, training had been conducted for an entire
department to promptly correct the problem.

Another training feedback mechanism related to ALARA was initiated
by a March 20, 1990 memorandum frort the Radiological Services
Manager, specifically requesting input toward reformatting lessonThe inspectors reviewed the file ofplans for contractor RSTs.
responses to the memorandum; requests included such items as
increasing surrogate tour awareness, clarifying the policy on hot
spots, and clarifying the 1 R/hr high radiation area control policy.
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1he inspectors concluded that more attention should be given toward
routing ALARA training suggestions through the TRTC and toward
soliciting such suggestions from operations, maintenance, and
radiation safety personnel; however, the training feedback initiated
by the memorandum desc'ibed in the preceding paragraph appeared to
be a commendable effor".

j. Assessment Findings

Based on the above revie.', the following assessment findings were
identified regarding the licensee's ALARA program.

Improvement Items:
4

Tht scope and intended function of the Advanced Radiation*

Worker Training /High Radiation Ares Access training should be
clearly defined. The lack of procedursi clarity, and the
inattention to updating applicable procedures, has left open
the potential for misintsrpretation and incentistent
radiological control practices.

ALARA concepts should be more thoroughly incorporated into*

standard Nuclear Training programs f or non RSD personnel.

The RST 0)T program should be revised and updated; specifically,*

the amount of OJT given to ALARA planners and RWP writers could ,

be improved.

To improve contractor RST training revise out-of-date lessonO

plans, provide a screening pre-exam and improve training
facilities.

Revise Administrative Procedure 7.02, " Radiation Work Permits,"*
to clarify the purpose of Advanced Radiation Worker Training.
Revise th'e Radiation Safety Plan, RSD Policy 85.021, and NT
Program 4.3 to clarify the current status of this training
program.

Evaluate the usefulness of incorporating ALARA concepts and*

techniques into applicable NT programs for non-RSD personnel.

Revi',e and update the RST OJT program. Specifically, expand
the cualification card for ALARA/RWP.

Ensure that revisions of contractor R$T training lesson plans*

are completed before SGRP outage training begins. Review these
lesson plans to ensure that consistent radiological work
practices will be implemented by contractor and licensee RSTs.
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6. Management Goals

ALARA goal-setting at Palisades was evaluated during reviens of
applicable documentation and interviews with plant personnel. Areas
examined included methods of estimating dose, accuracy of dose
projections, and management involvement. Because the licensee treats
SGRP as a separate project, with its own exposure estimates ano
summaries, SGRP goal-setting is discussed separately.

a. Dose Estimation

The licensee does not have a procedure governing annual collective
radiation exposure goal-setting; however, inte nal memoranda
circulated by the ALARA Coorcinator at the onsst of each year
describe the methnds of arriving at dose projections and the basis
of establishing duse goals. Comparing these memoranca for the past
three years revealed a consistent but steadily refined method of
setting goals.

1990 was the first instance of significant involvement by eepartment
superintendents in ALARA goal-setting. Beginning in October 1989
the ALARA Coordinator compiltd a crude estimate of 1990 dose based
on the projected scope of 1990 work, number of days of projected
scope of 1990 work, number of days of projected outage time, and
historical rates of dose accumulation during outage and operational
periods. This information, along with 1988 and 1989 exposure data
for specific tasks and other relevant historical information was
passed on to department superintendents. The superintendents then
set initial goals for the year, broken down by specific task and
work grcup. The ALARA Coordinator worked with each superintendent

ito refine these initial goals, suggest methods of dose reduct on,
and compare the goal breakdowns to the 1990 project list. The
compiltd summary of refined exposure goals was then presented to the
Radiological Services Manager, and brought before the ALARA Committee
for review. The ALARA Committee, consisting of the plant manager
and all assistant plant managers, the HP Superintendent, the Chemistry
Superintendent, the Engineering and Construction Manager, and the
ALARA Coordinator reviewed the projected dose goals systematically,
made suggestions and revisions, and gave final approval. The final
number for Palisades' overall 1990 collective dose goal, set at

: 500 person-rem (excluding SGRP activities), was chosen by the plant
| manager.
I

The inspectors noted several improvements to the 1990 goal . setting
methods over previous years. First, 1990 was the first year to
involve department superintendents in setting their own goals.I

Since the achievement of ALARA goals and objectives is an element in
job performance appraisal | r employees at tF superintendent level
and above, this involvement at the goal-se' . 9tage was an
apparent effort to define one area of ALARn r.spvnsibility and

|
heighten ALARA awareness.

,
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The setend apparent improvement to 1990 goal-setting was prompted
by the ALARA Committee, and involved the establishment of dual goals
as a measurement of dose reduction success. The 1990 goals listed
in the ALARA Coordinator's internal memorar,Jum were considered
" fully effective" levels of performance; a more stringent set of
goals, generally set several percent lower, was passed on to
superintendents as a standard of " exceptional" dose reduction
success, to provide additional incentive.

In an effort to make the 1990 goals challenging, the estimate
of dose accumulation during plant operation used an average
accumulation rate from the three best months of 1989, of
185 mrem / day. Specific projects and major recurrent outage task
goals were also set by matching the best doses for those jobs from
previous years.

The inspectors concluded that dose estimation techniques used in the8

setting of annual collective exposure goa's were adequate in meeting
ALARAobjectives, involvement of department superintendents in
goal setting was viewed as a marked improvement and the use of
" exceptional" dose target levels was viewed as an innovative method
of providing ALARA incentives,

b. Effectiveness in Tracking and Meeting Goals

The licensee uses several methods for tracking actual dose received
in relation to projected dose goals, frequently updated trend
graphs are used to plot actual expc4ure received e^ainst the curve
of projected dose accumulation; these graphs are maintained for
plant-wide exposure, for individual groups such as maintenance /
engineering or administrative services, and for specific departments
such as electrical or mechanical maintenance. The graphs are
circulated to department superintendents, and are conspicuously '

posted for general viewing at the entrance to access control.
Detailed shorter-term graphs are also maintained during outage
periods. In addition, periodic reports are circulated which track
active RWP accumulated dose versus projected dose.

In 1988, the projected goal of 550 person-rem was exceeded by
about 34 per cent. A large portion of the underestimation (about
113 person-rem) was due to ur. planned steam generator work; in
addition, the refueling outage in 1988 lasted over 100 days, rather
than the original estimate of 75 days, and several projects were
added to the year's work scope after goals were established. The

breakdown of projecteti versus actual dose by department indicated
that only 6 out of 12 departments came within :t 25% of their
original annual goal.
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In 1989, the original plant goal of 300 person-rem was revised to
400 person-rem when it became clear early in the year that extensive
steam generator repairs woulti take place. Actual exposures; however,
were much less than expected; the overal plant dose for 1989, by
TLO, was 294 person-rem. No department exceeded its goal; out of
18 departments listed, only 7 were within 25% of theit annual goal,
and 4 received less than 50% of the dose originally projected.,

The inspectors concluded that the licensee's mechanisms for tracking |
actual versus projected doses were adequate. In relation to the i

ef fectiveness of meeting goals, a marked improvement was noted in i

1989 over previous years; however, the fact that actual dose was :

significantly lower than the annual goal for most departments
indicated that 1989 goals might have been more challenging. |

\

Steam Generator Replacement Proiect (SGRP)c.

- The SGRP group established its own arinual dose goal of
699 person rem, to be tracked separately from the plant annual
collective dose-goal of 500 person-rem. This separation was
partially intended to serve as an ALARA initiative to the
vendor, with substantial monetary incentives offerr by the licensee
for every person-rem under goal which the vendor acnwves.

Goals for the SGRP were broken down by task and, where possible, by
individual RWP. The vendor's estimates of man-hours and task
breakdown vere used it. conjunction with job histories from industry

Theseexperience in steam generator replacement and related tasks.
time estimates were merged with the licensee's data on high, general,
and low dose rates-in the work area for each task, and weighting
facti s were assigned based on. estimates of.which specific locations
would be occuried for the major _ity of the time spent on the task. A

construction dilution faction was also applied to account for time
spent dressing out, walking to and from the job site, and so forth.

The ALARA planne* for the SGRP submitted the final estimate of
projected dose to the SGRP Project Radiat e Protection Manager, whoi

in turn presented the SGRP dose goals to the ALARA Committee. At
the time of the inspectors' appraisal, final bargaining was still to
take place between . licensee and vendor as to the agreed-upon goals
and associated financial incentives.

The inspectors concluded that the_ methods used to set SGRP ALARA
coals were adequate,

d Management Involvement

Management participation in actual dose goal-setting was most
evident in the ALARA Committee. All plant managers are members of-
the ALARA Committee, and the ALARA Committee conducts the final

>>

review of annual collective dose goals. This arrangement serves the
dual function of adding managemen insight to the goal-setting
process and maintaining management awareness of ALARA considerations.
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In an effort' to determine management support aid direction of ALARA
initiatives and goals the inspectors interviewed several members of
the Scope Control Team (SCT). T t'a SCT is the controlling board for
implementation of the licensee's se-Year Plan. The SCT consists
primarily of the Plant Manager ano his department managers. The SCT
reviews projects proposed by program managers throughout the plant,
to establish priority and assess scope, to determine the appropriate
degree of focus on the specific issue, and to permit all managers to
have input,

in all cases, the SCT members interviewed were knowle veable of
recent ALARA initiatives, and management support of ths ALARA
program, in general, appeared highly adequate. However, the
management involvement appeared to be more reactive than directive;
that is, in order for ALARA considerations to be implemented,
individual initiatives naeded to be taken at the superintendent

level and subsequently presented to the SCT, as opposed to a
specifically directed ALARA improvement plan being directed from the
level of higher management. When asked to identify the direction
that future ALARA initiatives should take, each SCT member
interviewed had a dif ferent answer: one stated that ALARA concepts
had to be ingrained into the minds of individual workers, another
stated that hot spots and general area radiation levels had to he
reduced, enother said that continued attention had to be focused on
minimiziq v.rsonnel contaminations, and 50 forth.

The inspectors noted that the lack of an overall management-directea
ALARA improvement plan may also have been a reason for observed
disparity between different licensee groups in awareness of ALARA
goals and objectives. This disparity was evident in interviews with
various licensee first-line supervivors and planners, While some
groups (such as the refueling project personnel) seemed to have a
high level of ALARA awareness and a high degree of participation in
establishing and implementing ALARA objectives, other groups (such
as mechanical maintenance planning) seemed to regard the
implementation of ALARA concepts and goals as the function of the
Radiological Services Department.

The inspectors concluded that, while management involvement in
setting annual collective dose goals and management support of most
ALARA initiatives appeared adequate, additional consideration should
be given to establishing overall management-directed ALARA objectives.

e. Assessment Findings

Based on the above review, the following assessment findings were
identified regarding the licensee's ALARA Program.
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Strength: Involving superintendents in setting annual dose goals
for 1990 was an improvement over previous years, and the
establishment of additional " exceptional" target levels appeared to
be ef fective in pre"iding additional incentive for ALARA initiatives.

Improvement items:

Develop an overall management directed ALARA improvement plan
to improve the level of M..^& awareness and involvement in
ALARA initiatives among various licensee groups.

Establish a standard procedure for setting annual collective
dose goals, to ensure that the present goal-setting techniques
are not overly dependent on the presence of the current ALARA
coordinator.

Develop and .mplement a management-directed ALARA improvement
plan.

7. ALARA/RWP Procedure Implementation

a. ALARA/RWP Procedures

The licensee uses a radiation work permit (RWP) system to evaluate
the radiological conditions and to specify the radiological control
requirements to be implemented for radiological work. Administrative
Procedure No. 7.03, " Radiation Work Permit " defines the purpose of
RWPs and establishes criteria for RWP preparation and approval.
There are two types of RWPs: General, which is used for routine
repetitive access to work in radiologically controlled areas (RCAs);
and Standard, which is required for specific jobs and where
significant dose, contamination, or airborne activity may be
involved. Standard RWPs are valid for the duration of the job and
if required by the RWP, periodically reviewed during the job. The
procedure specifies a 72-hour lead time for submittal of RWPs for
ALARA review, which in most cases, according to the licensee, is
sufficient time to perform the review.

The policies, goals and standards to reduce personnel radiation
exposure are specified by licensee Procedure No. 7.02 "ALARA
Program". It establishes criteria for ALARA reviews based on
radiological conditions and defines responsibilities for management
and workers. It also addresses such matters as time requirements
for RWP submittal, sets the criteria for pre and post-job ALARA
reviews, use of job history files, cost-benefit analyses and dose
tracking. One of the criteria for initiation of an ALARA review is
when a specific job is expected to exteed 3 person-rem. The
inspectors informed the licensee the ndustry norm is 1 person-rem
which affords closer scrutiny of dose producing jobs. The procedure
includes a pre and post-job checklist and provides guidance for pre
and post-job briefings and use of the pre and post-job checklist.
The inspectors ruted that the procedur e has not been upoated to
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reflect the current organization of RSD, Specifically, some
positions now exist (ALARA Coordinator and ALARA Operational
Supervisor) for which responsibilities are not clearly delineated.
The procedure also specifies the word "should" instead of "shall" in
many sections which weakens the procedure and conveys an impression
of weak management support for ALARA. For instance, the procedure
specifies that the ALARA Coordinator should perform a documented
review of any operations, procedures or designs where specific
criteria exist, that a formal briefing should be conducted before
the job if it meets certain criteria, that review findings should be
recorded and made part of the Job History file, and, that the Job
History Files should be maintained and should include certain
material that mey aid in future jobs. Problems identified elsewhere
in this section regarding incomplete historical files and poor ALARA
reviews are panielly the result of the loosely defined requirements
in the procedure. The inspectors concluded that the weak procedural
criteria are not indicative of strong management support which would
be a necessary prerequisite to the implementation of an effective
proactive ALARA program.

The licensee's administrative procedures describe the preparation,
revision, and review of station procedures. However, they do not
require or provide for review of other department procedures from an
ALARA standpoint. This contributed to the impression that ALARA is
primarily the responsibility of the RSD RP/ALARA staff rather than
of the entire stationc The ALARA staff does, however, review
special procedures written to cover certain work activities that
have significant radiological t.0acerns.

In addition to the loosely defined requirements of the ALARA
procedure, the inspectors noted the procedure does not stress
fundamental dose reduction-techniques such as ensuring that only
essential personnel and appropriate equipment be used, nor does it
address the nee'd for other departments to maintain lessons learned
and-good historical information from previous jobs for use during
the work order and planning process. Without sufficient historical
information, including lessons learned, the potential exists that
unnecessary per;onal radiation exposures may not be precluded.
During one recent example (April 1990) involving repair of HPSI
check valves, the actual dose for the job was about 20 person rem
greater than the projected dose of 10 person-rem. Owing to problems
caused by the welding process used, the work time was much longer-
than anticipated. During the post-job review of this job it was
discovered that similar problems associated with the welding process
occurred during performance of the same wrk in 1983 and 1986, but
that information had not been kept.in the maintenance history-
files. The availability of that information could have prevented
or reduced the exposure duririg the most recent work evolution,

b. ALARA Input into Job Planning

There is no formal policy / mechanism to ensure that ALARA personnal
are involved in the work order / package review process. However, a
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pilot program established in 1989 between the ALARA group and
mechanical maintenance allows the ALARA group to routinely review
all work orders for the mechanical maintenance department. They can

add steps or establish hold points; however, mechanical maintenance
ALARAcan bypass these points at their discretion (See Section 8).

personnel also participate in outage planning, systems and station
modification meetings which affords the ALARA operational group
advance knowledge of upcoming work. This group performs all surveys,

for the ALARA review and prepares all RWPs; work activities are
reviewed on a sub-task basis.

The inspectors reviewed the adequacy of the licensee's person-hour
and person-rem estimations for completed RWPs for recent outages.
Estimated person-hours for tasks are provided by the work analyst
for the total job. The ALARA operational group evaluates the
estimate based on previous history if available and may change the
estimate if it appears inordinately high or low; however, it is-

generally accepted. During a review of a printout containing about
90 RWPs initiated in 1988. 1989, through April 1990, which required
preandpost-jobALARAreviews,theinspectorsnotedthatmostjobs
exceeded the estimated per' n-hour and person-rem projections; many
by greater than 50L In r tt ses the greater than expected ckses

J person-hours because of inacequate -*were the result of undere;
data in the job planner his .al files. It was also noted that
there were about 35 RWPs written for jobs that actually exceeded
three person-rem that had not received an ALARA review because the '

Some of RWPs wereestimated doses were less than 3 person-rem.
designated as General RWPs, which do not require ALARA reviews, and
some standard RWPs were not reviewed at the discretion of the ALARA
Coordinator because of the nature and duration of the jobs.
However, several of the reviews were not performed only_ because
inappropriately . low person-hour estimates partially caused the

.

projected doses for the jobs to be below the 3 person-rem action
level for ALARA reviews. For example, the actual time to replace

'

damaged hangars in the containment was about 3 times the projected
time and the dose was about 2 times that estimated.

Similarly, the
actual time for labor support for removing / replacing insulatior for
151 work was about 7 times the projected time and the actual dose
was about 4 times that estimated.

Inspectors also noted that during the 1988 and.1989 outages there
were. considerable doses for HP surveillance and survey activities in
the containment _ performed under Standard RWPs. Specifically, 2.5
projected versus 35 actual person-rem and 0.8 projected versus 14

- actual- person-rem for 1988 and 1989, respectively; thus neither-of
these task activities required ALARA reviews. Although some of the

dose can be attributed to the RWP work activities under which the
RSTs were working, much of this dose was actually received while
RSTs were performing HP activities for work being performed under
other Standard RWPs in containment, according to licensee
representatives. Thus, the RSTs inappropriately utilized the
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containment surveillance / survey RWPs. According to the licensee,
personal dose should be attributed to the actual RWP under which the
work is performed. Better dose accounting on Standard RWP5 should i

be required to ensure proper planning is accomplished for future
similar: jobs, anu for proper tracking and evaluation of RST daily
exposures. This matter is considered a programmatic weakness
because it occurred during at least two consecutive outages and the
licensee was unable to ascertain dose accumulation to HP personnel
performing specific tasks in containment.

Some of the significant discrepancies between proposed and actual
person-hours and person-rem are the result of changing job scope ~
due to unforeseen problems, poor work practices, and lack of proper
equipment. However, based on discussions with licensee personnel
and a review of certain job history files, it appears the job
planners do not have sufficient historical data and the information
which is available is not used effectively as evidenced by the HPSI "

check valve job discussed in Part a of this section. One of the
most significant ef fects of underestimating person-hour and
person-rem projections is the failure to U Torm ALARA pre and
post-job reviews.

The inspectors also discussed with members of the RSD RP/ALARA
supervision / management staff several large work evolutions (tasks)
whose dose projections were specified by numerous RWPs (sub-tasks),
nearly all of which were estimated to be less than 3 person rem
(even though the total for each work evolution was projected to be
many times the 3 person-rem criterion for ALARA reviews). The

licensee representatives contacted agreed that task ALARA review
criteria should be developed to supplement the sub-task (RWP)
person-rem projection criterion to increase the ALARA scrutiny of
large work evolutions,

c, Procedure Implementation

The~ inspectors review of-the ALARA controls outlined in the RWP
and ALARA procedures indicated these implementing procedures address
the essential elements of an ALARA program for performing pre and-
post-job ALARA reviews-and controls-for radiological work
. activities. However, the following concerns were identified:

Although the ALARA-procedure indicates that maintenance and
modification planning staffs should incorporate exposure
reduction methods into work packages and radiological
considerations should be incorporated during the job plannin'g

-

process, based on the review of several work-packages and
discussions with personnel, there-does not appear to be a
significant effort by other than-RSD RP/ALARA personnel to
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incorporate exposure reduction efforts into the job planning
process. Although the RSD RP/ALARA staff is proactive and
conscientious, their efforts could be much more_ effective if
they were more thoroughly involved the planning process and if
planners were generally more aggressive in implementing ALARA
principles as an integral part of the job planning procen.

The ALARA procedure states that job history files shou' 3'

maintained by the ALARA Coordinator as the primary sour, Mr
future plarning, and they should include the planning pa.:kage,
exposure estimates, actual exposures, post-job reviews,
drawings, photographs and lessons learned. The inspectors found
that although the files are maintained in the ALARA group, many
are incomplete and do nut'contain the specified information,

d. ALARA Job Reviews ,

The RWP and ALARA program procedures specify the methods to be.used
to perform ongoing job reviews of radiological work activities,

-track doses, and perform pre and post-job reviews. Documentation
reviews and discussions with licensee personnel indicated that in
the past two years almost all formal ALARA pre and post-job reviews
required were performed. Based on the quality of post-job reviews for
certain jobs such as the removal and replacement of PORVs and
piping,-the S/G inspection and repair job, and the HPSI check valve
job, it.appeered that the quality of post job ALARA reviews was good,

e. Assessment Findings

Based on the above review, the following assessment findings were
identified regarding the licensee's ALARA program.

Strengths:

The quality of post-job ALARA reviews appeared _ good.*
,

The RSD RP/ALARA staff is proactive and conscientious in'

incorporating ALARA principles into the job planning process.

Improvement Items:

The ALARA procedure should be revised to provide more stringent'

criteria for ALARA review activities.

ALARA job history files and job planner files should be
upgraded to include additional relevant historical information.

Improve person-rem and dose estimations to preclude further'

failures to conduct needed pre and post-job ALARA reviews.
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Develop a formal mechanism to ensure adequate ALARA
involvementinworkpackagepreparationandpre-jobplanning
activities.

Implement corrective actions to ens w e that RST dose is'

attributed to the proper RWP under *hich it was accumulated.

Consider establishing a task lir,t even if individual RWPs*

associated wiih inat tast are all below the 3 person-rem
criterion for ALARA reviews.

Consideration should be given to lowering the 3 person rem*

criterion for ALARA reviews,

8. Planning / Scheduling

The inspectors reviewed the adequacy of the work planning and scheduling
process for allowing sufficient lead time to incorporate ALARA concerns,

a. Long-term Planning

Long-term planning is contained within the licensee's Five-Year Plan.
The Plan is reviewed quarterly by the SCT (see Section 6), and is
revised accordingly. Annually, the Plan may again be revised when
the station's budget is determined. The ALARA Coordinator is,

responsible for the ALARA section in the-Plan, consisting of mainly
_large-capital, dose saving or sourcs reduction initiatives. Large

capital jobs in other departments are also included in the Five-Year
Plan. The inspectors' review indicated that the licensee's long-term
planning process _provides edequate notification to the ALARA group of
future, large dose jobs, and adequate direction for implementation of
large-capital, dose saving or source reduction initiatives.

b. Short-term Planning'

Short-term planning is ac,omplished with the station's running
The station's-72-hour and four-week' schedules, and outage schedules.

Operations; Scheduling Coordinator and the planning group develop
these schedules-and meet daily with representatives of the work
groups and the station-RWP/tLARA and operations health physics groups
to review'the established 72-hour and four-week schedules.

Problems

with meeting the_ schedules or providing support to the lead work
The 72-hour. schedule is-. groups are discussed at these meetings.-

-updated daily,-whereas the four-week schedule-is updated weekly,
An outage emergent work schedule is- also maintained and ' updated
several times each week. The Operations Scheduling Coordinator. meets .

with work _ group planners prior _to work scheduling to review work
crders and assign them to outage schedule " windows" or time slots.

~

Non-outage work requests are also reviewed prior to scheduling to
ensure efficient use of Operations Department personnel for any
equipment _tagouts.and surveillances required because of the planned
work.
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for outage work, the RWP/ALARA group stated that there is sufficient
lead time for writing RWPs and conducting ALARA reviews because
several weeks before work items are listed in the 72-hour scheduleInthey informally meet with work planners to discuss jobs.
addition, for several recent outages persons from the RWP/ALARA
group have bten detailed to certain work groups (i.e. , the station
construction group, to a group established to reinspect safety
related pipe hangers, and to the SGRP) to review work orders early
in the development phase and to initiate RWPs and ALARA reviews.
According to the licensee, these details have improved the quality
and timeliness of RWP preparation and ALARA reviews.

For non-outage work, however, ALARA personnel stated to the
inspectors that they commonly do not have knowledge of jobs untilThey stated that in mostthey are listed on the 72-hour schedule.
cases, this notice was adequate to prepare an RWP and conduct an
ALARA review, if necesssry; nowever, for some jobs, the notice was
barely sufficient, or was insufficient, because the jobs were
complex and adequate reviews could not be done in the time allotted
or the work plan did not take into account certain radiological
conditions, resulting in a naed for a revision of the work order.
Licensee representatives stated that for several work orders, the
disparity between the work plan and the jobsite radiological
conditions indicated that the planners had not walked down the

Several efforts taken to allow
jobsite prior to the planning.RWP/ALARA personnel to review work orders earlier in the development /
scheduling process have not been fully successful. Recently, an
RWP/ALARA staff person had been assigned to review non-outage
mechanical maintenance department work orders, but the assignment was
terminated earlier than planned because of other demands on the staff

And a recent change to the computerized work orderperson's time.
preparation mode of the AMMS (Advanced Maintenance Management System)
that allowed for online approval of work orders by the RWP/ALARA
group has been routinely circumvented according to several mechanicalThis circumvention essentially short-meintenance planners.
circuiting any potential early ALARA involvement in the work order

Most of the mechanical maintenance planners interviewedpreparation.
by the inspectors stated that the ALARA aspect of planning was R50's

They also stated that theresponsibility and not theirs.
responsibility for initiation of RWPs between mechanical maintenance
and RSD had changed several times recently by verbal directive and
they were confused regarding the current status because of these
changes.

Additional effort by the licensee to ensure that the RWP/ALARA staff
has sufficient time to review non-outage work packages appears

This eff art could take the form of a revision to
Administiative Procedure No. 5.01, " Processing Work Requests / Work
necessary.

Orders," to include a requirement that work plannors notify the
RWP/ALARA group as soon as possible of a need for an RWP (currently
only a 72-hour lead-time is required), establishment of an F.WP/ALARA I

group liaison in the major work groups for non-outage work activities

|
)
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(with relief provided from!other job activities), improved .

communications between the RWP/ALARA group and the Operations
Scheduling Coordinator,_and/or revision of the work order process to
require RSD review of work packages before approval.

The inspectors also reviewed the adequacy of the work planning and
scheduling process for the SGRP. Although there has been a delay in
establishing an approved radiation protection plan and an interf ace

'

document between the SGRP radiation protection group and R50
(Section 3), the planning and scheduling process for the SGRP
appeared adequate.

The inspectors also reviewed the adequacy of the RWP/ALARA planning
and implementction for a safety-related hanger inspection project.
The' project was managed by the station's former ALARA Coordinator.
The review indicated that RWP/ALARA planning and implementation for
project was good. _ Project members and SGRP personnel stated that
they made extensive use of the surrogate tour system (see Section 8)
in their pianning,

c. Temporary-Shielding

An additional area related to ALARA planning that needs improvement
is timeliness of engineering evaluations for temporary shielding

A review of shielding evaluations and-installation requests.
discussions with licensee representatives indicated that although
engineering analyses were usually pMmptly performed for job
specific shielding requests (the analyses were completed in one day
to several weeks), several analyses not involving shielding for
specific jobs, such as shielding pipes in walkways or general access
areas, had not been done promptly. .For example, shielding
evaluation request #70 was submitted on May 26, 1989, and had not

-been completed by-the engineering staff by November 1989 when it was
cancelled; shielding evaluation request #71 was submitted on

and was not completed until February 1990; andAugust-22 61989,-
. shielding evaluation request #72 was-also submitted on August 22,
1989, but had not been completed by the end of the inspection.

d. Assessment Findings

Based on the above review, the following assessment findings were
identified regarding the licensee's ALARA program.

Strengths:

Use of the Fivo-Year Plan;for planning long-term,'large-capital*

ALARA initiatives.
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Assignment of some RWP/ALARA personnel to various project work'

groups to expedite RWP preparation and ALARA' reviews.
,:

Improvement items:

Improve short-term planning fer non-outage work (including
planners walking om jobsites prior to writing job plans,
ensuring QWP/ALARA group is aware of jobs before the 72 hour
schedule is distributed, and stopping the routine circumvention
of the RSD ALARA review provision of AMMS).

-Improve the timeliness of engineering-analyses for non-job*

specific shielding requests.

Assign ALARA personnel to maintenance department and improve
communications between the RWP/ALARA group and the Operations-
Scheduling Coordinator.

Develop a formalized mechanism to assure early ALARA
involvement in the development of work packages and that work
planners are knowledgeable.of appropriate ALARA job history
file information.

* ' Aggressively pursue a management-directed = initiative to correct
the cultural attitude of :,ome plant personnel (including
members of the plannir.g staff) that RP/ALARA activities and ,

concerns are solely the responsibility of R$0.

Develop a formalized mechanism to establish the responsibility*

for. maintenance RWP initiations.

9. ALARA Initiat'ive/ Operational Practices

inspectors reviewed records, data and discussed with licensee ~.
,

Tha
personnel the following dose' reduction initiatives / operational practices.

'

.

.

Industry-Identified Dose Reduction Techniques -a.

With the exception of source term.. reduction programs,' licensee
personnel indicated that Regulatory Guides and NUREG documents were
not routinely _ reviewed to' identify dose reduction techniques.
However, Generic Letters and-Licensee Event Reports-that involved
radiation protection and ALARA issues were touted to the assigned:

The, NuclearALARA group for review for applicability and impact.
Network system has been queried by the licensee to obtain
information.regarding hot spot reduction programs and entries into
the containment during power operations.

>
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The licensee is currently involved in the Combustion Engineering
The licensee indicated that it was participatingOwner's Group. Generic

] in three EPRl/CE Owner's Group source reduction studies:
Guide for Cobalt Reduction, Chemical Decontamination of Primary
Coolant System and Zinc Injection. The licensee indicated that
funds have been appropriated to support these studies.

b. Implementation of AtARA Techniques

(1) Source Term Reduction
The licensee is making progress in reducing the incore and
excore inventory of high cobalt-bearing materials as evidenced
by the licensee plans to replace 30-40 high-cobalt valves
during the SGRP outage and to replace in the next 3-5 years the
current fuel assee.blies (containing high-cobalt Incenel support
grids) with assemblies which have low-cobalt Zircaloy support

However, this effort is characterized more by individualgrids. Forinitiatives than by a comprehensive plant initiative.
example, valve replacements in primary systems are not routinely
reviewed for cobalt reduction, although the the Pump and Valve
Program Section does provide consultation to system engineers
regarding cobalt reduction and valve specifications upon

Currently, no formal program or direction exists torequest. There has
assure that cob.'.t reduction efforts will continue.
been no general evaluation of plant systems and components

Nor have action plans been adopted withfor cobalt content.
defined priorities to reduce the inventory of high-cobalt
components within plant systems.

The licensee initiated hydrogen peroxide additions to the
primary coolant system (PCS) during the 1989 and 1990

This induced a controlled crud burst thatmaintenance outages. Thiswas subsequently cleaned by the purification system.
cleanup resulted in removal from the PCS of significant
quantities of cobalt-58, cobalt-60, dose equivalent iodine-131
and elemental nickel, and in reduction of some primary systemThe licensee plans to continuecomponents radiation levels.
these hydrogen pcroxide additions prior to future refueling and
maintenance outages.

The licensee indicated that the Electric Po cr Research
Institute (EPRI) method of coordinated lithium-boron pH control

This is expecteo to reduce cred burstshas been adopted.
during plant operations and thereby minimize the activation of
corrosion products in the PCS.

The licensee iias performed several evaluations of the character
These studiesof suspended activation products in the PCS.

indicated that most of the suspended activation products were in
The licensee has begun a programthe 0.22 to 0.45 micron range.

Since one micron nominal andto gradually down-size filters.
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six micron absolute filters were effectively about the same
size, the one micron nominal filters were initially replaced
with six micron absolute filters. Reportedly, the licensee
plans to replace the six micron absolute filters with one
micron absolute filters. Based upon filter changeout
performance, the licensee expects to further reduce filter
porosity.

The licensee has adopted a program to identify, track and reduce
the number of hot spots in the plant. Hot spots are given a
unique number and are tracked on-a databrse. Each month, the

assigned ALARA group prepares a rept't that prioritizes the hot
spots for removal. This report is submitted to operations,
radiation protection, maintenance, and construction groups for
flushing, shielding and cutout / replacement, as appropriate.
This report is also submitted to .e Plar.t Manager, This
program has resulted in significant dose savings. Although
little attention / support appeared to be given to hot spot
reduction-during the recent maintenance outages, this program
offers significant opportunities to further reduce exposure
and to implement imptsved technology.

(2) Decontamination Techniques .

Hydrolazing has been used extensively to perform reactor cavity-
decontamination, cleaning of tanks and flushing of drain lines.
Steam cleaning has been used for area decontamination and tank
cleaning.

Strippable-coatings-have been used for area decontamination,
including high dose rate areas and unpainted concrete.
Material compatibility-studies have been completed for use.of
strippable coatings in the reactor cavity. The licensee indicated-
that these studies have concluded that reactor cavity decontamination

However, because of theby strippable coatings is acceptable.
extended application time, the licensee indicated that strippable
coatings would not be used during the SGRP/ Refueling Outage.

The licensea utilizes an electrosonic sink and manual scrubbing
for. tool and equipment denntamination. The freon unit used
for tool decontamination is being decommissioned to obviate
dealing with mixed waste issues. Other methods of
decontamination are available.and are utilized by other
licensees.

Upon remova1 of the steam generators during.the SGRP outage,
the licensee plans to use. grit blasting followed by glass bead
blasting to decentaminate the pipe ends. This-is to be
performed in a closed environment, utilizing a modified glove
bag technique.
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The licensee indicated that decontamination workers brought
in for the outage were screened for experience. Reportedly,
emphasis was placed on obtaining previously Palisades site-
experienced workers.

(3) Video and Communication Equipment

Video and communication equipment hsve been used for steam
This includts remote observation andgenerator maintenance.

control of eddy current testing. Communication equipment has
been used with steam generator jumpers,-testing personnel, and
health physics to coordinate steam renerator maintenance
activities such as test, video, and tube plugging equipment
setup and dismantling.

The SGRP project has budgeted fuads for 12 video cameras and
two monitoring stations. One station is to be placed near the
work site in containment and the other will be located at the
containment access facility. These monitoring stations are to
be used for health physics job monitoring, project supervision
-and v0rker awareness.

Funds have been budgeted to purchase an upgraded radio system
that comprises a_ repeater station, several antennas and radio

This will facilitate communications among radiationheadsets.
protection personnel and timely dissemination of radiological
condition information.

The cameras, monitoring stations, and communication equipment
have;the potential of-significantly reducing radiation

Licensee personnel indicated that these wouldexposure.
be used during the SGRP.

.

(4) Sump Cleaning

Licensee representatives indicated that containment sumps were-
'

manually cleaned. This involved manual removal of muck and
accumulated debris. The licensee indicated that the use of
hydrolazing and/or iigh powered pumps _for sump cleaning had not

The manual- method results in increased time in-been considered.
the radiation area and closer contact with radioactive materials.

(5) Refueling / Reactor Head Maintenance Activities

Licensee _ performance or refueling and. reactor head maintenance
In addition, the supportive workingappears to be very good.

relationship between the SLARA and Refuel Engineering staffs
has shown strong positive results-in. doss reduction and outage

From 1983 to 1988, from reactor head removal totime savings.
reactor head re-installation, time spent has been reduced from
28 days to 16 days and person-rem expended has been reduced
from 161.8 person-rem to 71.2 person-rem.
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(6) Steam Generator Maintenance
Licensee representatives indicated that the block and tackle
method of removing steam generator manways was still being

The inspectors were informed that this was due to theused.
small amount of clearance between the steam generator (S/G)

During the SGRP planned for themanways and the S/G platforms.
fall of 1990, the licensee intends to lower the S/G platforms
by 18 inches to facilitate the use of hydraulic l'ft rip fe-If the licensee had5/G manway removal and reinstallation.
completed this modification earlier, significant dose savings
could have been realized.

The licensee indicated that the use of 5/G nozzle dams was
implemented in 1986. Redundant nozzle dams and improved
designs were implemented during the refueling outage of 1987.
The use of this technology facilitates S/G work during
refueling operations and provides some shielding from radiation
sources in cold and hot leg piping. This technology has been

Significant outage time savings ar.d doseavailable since 1980.
savings could have been realized if implementation had occurred
earlier.
The licensee indicated that S/G manway shields were acquired in

These shields are constructed of an inch to an inch and a1987. Each
half of lead and are bolted directly onto the S/G manway.
of these shields are designed with ventilation connections andNew
can be locked to prevent unauthorized personnel access.
S/G manway shields will be used on the replacement S/Gs.

The licensee indicated that dedicated health physics coverage
for steam generator maintenance began during the 1987

Maintaining radiation exposuremaintenance outage.
ALARA usually requires the utilization of experienced, job

The use of dedicated health physicsdedicated personnel.
technicians for S/G maintenance has been an accepted industryIf this practice had been
practice since the 1970's. implemented at Palisades sooner, significant dose savings could
have been realized.

Steam Generator Replacement Project (SGRP)(7)
During June 1989, licensee personnel traveled to the Indian
Point #3 nuclear plant to gather information and lessonsIn addition,
learned from the completing Indian Point #3 SGRP.

was issued to various Palisadesa memo dated April 27, 1990,
This memo included an attached SGRPSGRP project managers.

Lessons Learned list that catalogued and assigned action itemsThese lessonsto responsible organizations and individuals. D.C. Cook,
learned were identified from five previous SGRPs:
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Indian Point #3, Surry, Point Beach and H. B. Robinson. If

lessons learned are factored in_to SGRP planning and are
properly implemented, significant outage time and dose savings
could be achieved.

The licensee prepared a sixteen page bid specification for the
Thisradiation protection and ALARA portions of the SGRP.

specification required the contractor to include time for
decontamination and ALARA activities in proposed schedules and
bids. In addition, the licensee and the SGRP contractor have

This program provides bonusesagreed to an incentive program.
for achieving dose reduction targets and financial penalties
for failure to meet dose reduction targets.

The new S/Gs that will be installed during the upcoming SGRP
include a number of design changes that should improve bothInoperational performance and reduce radiation exposure.
addition, the licensee plans to pretreat the surface of the
S/G channel heads. The pretreatment process will consist of
nechanically cleaning and smoothing the surface. Brushing will

be utilized to remove sc61e and debris. This will be followed
by flapping and buffing to enhance surface smoothness. TheFinally, the S/G channel heads will be electropolished.
channel heads will then be rinsed with_ demineralized water to
. remove all residues. The licensee expects surface smoothness

Thisto be featureless at a 100X scanning electron microscope.
process is expected to minimize the corrosion layer in the S/G
channel heads; and, therefore, reduce the deposition of
activated corrosion products. Thi. 1s expected to produce
significant dose savings over the life of the plant.

In addition to installing improved S/Gs, the licensee will be
_ performing a major overhaul of secondary system' components.

__ removal and replacement ofThese modifications include:
condenser internals with stainless steel components; feedwater-
heater and drain cooler replacement; condenser boot
replacement; and increases in the blowdown and recirculation
system pipe sizes and in capacity of the blowdown heat exchanger.-

The construction of a centralized containment access facility
This, facility is designed to facilitate theis underway. Thisaccess of approximately-two thousand entries per day.

facility will include offices for radiation protection
personnel, change areas, contamination monitoring, respiratorand dosimetry issue, and protective' clothing and decontamination
material storage.

(8) Surrogate Tour System

The licensee has acquired a computer based video laser disk
This system contains thousands of(surrogate tour) system.,

'
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pictures of the inside of the containment building. These
pictures cover walkways, general access areas and many close-up
pictures of components such as valves, gauges, and pumps,

in addition, the licensee intends to expand this system to cover
the auxiliary building. Included in this system is a database'

feature that allows recording of dose rate information at
predetermined locations. This dose rate information is then
displayed, at the request of the user, during the surrogate
tour. Currently, this information (dose rate) must be manually
entered at the predefined locations. An electronic means of
reading dose rates which is then automatically downloaded to
the database could help minimize radiation exposure during
initial data gathering and updating. Additionally, further
dose reductions could be achieved if surrogate tour sp tem
training were provided to those responsible for planning and
performing work in the RCA.

(9) Leak Reduction Program

Approximately one year ago, the licensee commenced routine
walkdowns of primary plant systems to identify leaking components.
Reportedly, all components are observed within a 45-day period,
then the process starts over. During the walkdowns, boric acid
residue is cleaned from leaking components. The valve packings
are then tightened to reduce or stop the leakage. When serious
or chronic leakers are found, work orders for maintenance are
written. This program has the potential to reduce the spread
of contamination and to reduce radiation exposure.

(10) Robotics and Automated Equipment

The licensee has used automated eddy current testing equipment
for many years. However, this rig is an older SM-4 unit that
requires significant refurbishment each outage and time to work
out problems. The licensee is currently investigating a newer,
no entry type fixture for eddy current testing. Reportedly,
most of these newer models would require some modification.
Significant dose savings could be realized by utilizing up-to-
date technology. Additionally, the licensee is investigating
the acquisition of a scavenger robot to perform cleaning of tank
bottoms.

(11) Cmtractor Performance Fee Program .

The licensee has established a performance appraisal system for
non-SGRP construction contractors. This system identifies
critical ruccess factors that directly support the overall
objectives of the licensee's program. This system provides
financial incentives for the contractor to achieve expected
levels of performance. These performance goals are established
in two categories. Category A consists of critical success
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factors measured in the areas of Quality / Procedure Compliance,
Category B consists of Safety, RadiationSchedule and Budget.

Protection, Housekeeping and Security.
This appears to be a

flexible and responsive methodology to promote worker awareness
This program appears successful in thatand reduce exposure.

during the last two' maintenance outages contractor radiation
protection performance has improved significantly.

(12) Plant Operations-

The Plant Operations Department has commenced a dose reduction
Reportedly, this includes detailed evaluations ofAuxiliary Operator roundsprogram.

Operations Department activities.are being reviewed to determine the need for certain equipmentThe licensee plans to dividereadings and their periodicity. The
the overall operations RWP into four separate RWPs.
licensee expects to identify activities that cause/ contribute

In addition, the Plant Operationsthe most exposure.

Department is holding its personnel accountable for theirReportedly, this includes explanations to management
lf the results ofexposure.

for exposures in excess of 10 mrem / day.
operations activities evaluations are factored into practices /

,

procedures and are properly implemented, significant dose
savings for operations personnel could be achieved.

(13) Design Initiatives

The licensee has identified numerous modifications and program
.Many of these improvements have been discussed

'There have been notable.enhancements.

in. preceding sections of.this report. successes; however, a number of projects are being deferred or
Cancellations and deferrals.of modifications andcancelled;

the acquisition of improved, cost-effective technology is not
indicative of strong _ management-support for the ALARA Program.-

A summary o_f these project deferrals and cancellations are-
-listed below:

Shielding Software Package - Proposed in 1987 to expedite
seismic evaluations was' dropped in 1988.-

Containment Permanent Shielding - Was scheduled for '1990*

but has been deferred-until 1992.

Reactor Head Shielding Upgrade - Scheduled for-
installation in 1990, but deferred until 1992, reportedly
due to engineering problems.

Radwaste Evaporator -Evaluation - Scheduled for 1991 but
deferred until 1992.

|
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,

,

Computerized RWPs - Reportedly, this project has been*

indefinitely deferred.

Assessment Findingsc.

Based on the above review, the following assessment findings were
identified regarding the licensee's ALARA program.

Strengths:

The strong 1 ALARA/ refueling engineering interf ace has resulted*
in significant dose savings.

Improved design of-new steam generators are expected to produce
,

'

significant dose savings over the life of the plant. .

The contractor fee performance program has resulted in improved'

ALARA performance.

Improvement Items:

-Increase management support for ALARA design, modification and
technology improvements.

Develop a formalized, systematic cobalt reduction program.'

Provide training on the surrogate tour-system to. personnel who'-

plan _or perform work in RCA.

Improve data collection methods for surrogate tour system.*
3

Up'date steam generator in service inspection technology.- *

- UpdateLtool f and equipment. decontamination technology.

10. . Assessment /Self-Evaluations-

Effectiveness of Internal and External Auditsa.

All audit reports _ supplied to the inspectors by the _ licensee were

performed by licensee auditors =with no reports.by independentHowever, two contractor personnel are assisting.with
The . routine auditcontractors.

the comprehensive' assessment of the RP program.
schedule' includes an annual audit of-all RP program elements by-
corporate QA personnel.and quarterly surveillances by site QA
personnel. -The auditors are former RP' department personnel ~and- In'1989, the
-therefore able to conduct. technically sound audits.
audit approach was shifted from compliance towards performance based-

.This resulted in an improved audit report in 1989
that made four significant recommendations for improvement in the.: observations.,

!
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.

'.

:

However, no reply is required to recommendationsALARA program. The quarterly surveillances have consistentlyin an audit report. :
identified problems with work practices but have not focused or ALARA

Although the audits ~and surveillances are improving, theactivities.
ALARA area has not been selected for increased attention at this time.~,

QA management stated that increased attention could be provided to
The inspectors concluded that the primaryALARA, if needed.

assessments of the ALARA program are conducted by site personnel.

In a separate effort the licensee initiated a major project called the
J

This project uses innovative"HP Self-Assessment" in February 1990.
-

auditing techniques-developed onsite by the Inoustry Experience andF

Some unique characteristics include:Assessment (IE&A) Department.

A very detailed assessment plan is developed based on INPO(1) documents, industry experiences, and NRC inspection findings.
The plan results in a very large but highly structured data
base of findings and obtervations.,

!

A permanent team consisting of two site RP personnel and two
technical expert contractors, are provided on-the-job training(2)

. Training includes
by IE&A personnel throughout the project.
interview techniques, data analysis methodologies, and

Other temporary team members arej analytical techniques.
included for specialized areas and are similarly trained.

1he formulation of corrective action for identified deficienciesThese meetings between the team(3) is done in " Alignment Meetings "
leaders, responsible managers and IE&A facilitators determine
root causes and " align" the corrective action.

The HP Self-Assessment includes all areas of the HP programs onsiteThe licenseeand will not be completed until July or August 1990.
stated that appropriate corrective actions would be expedited to the
maximum extent possible prior to-the Steam Generator Replacement
Outage later this year. _ However, because only some of the
licensee-identified weaknesses could be resolved before the SGRPoutage, the licensee stated that emphasis would be placed on priority

'

Thus, the 1990 RP/ALARA self assessment corrective actionsitems.
may have limited SGRP effectiveness,

b. Post-Job ALARA Reviews

-The inspectors reviewed selected completed job packages which includedMost ALARA reviews indicated good sensitivity
post-job ALARA reviews;to ALARA concerns and provided good recommendations for improvement.
However, the mechanisms to ensure implementation of the
recommendations was not well defined,
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i c. Post Outage ALARA Reports

The inspectors reviewed the 1988 Refueling Outage Report, l
Section II.A includes an analysis of ALARA activities in support J
of the outage. There were eight recommendations put forward, ;
although most were administrative in nature. There was no separate
review of ALARA performance.

A corrective action plan was draf ted to followup on findings in
the outage report. The plan was not implemented and the status
of corrective action was indeterminate. Licensee personnel were
uncertain as to when the plan would be reinstated. The inspectors
concluded that the use of this post-outage review was ineffective.
After the inspector concerns were brought to the licensee's-
attention, the SGRP RP/ALARA personnel extracted those
recommendations which were desirable to incorporate into the SGRP
ALARA program. Because of the relatively short time before SGRP
outage activities begin, the 1988 refueling outage corrective
actions may have limited SGRP effectiveness,

d. Identification of Chronic Plant Problems

The ALARA Coordinator analyzed th* personnel exposures that occurred
between 1983 and 1988 and identif w d four chronic problem areas as
follows:

(1) -Steam Generator inspections and repairs
(2) Reactor Refueling operations
(3) Health Physics technician exposure
(4) Valve' repairs in the safety injection systems

The ALARA staff focused its efforts in these areas with mixed results,
A high degree of success was achieved in reducing reactor' refueling
exposures, such that, it will be removed from consideration as ay

| chronic problem. However, the three other areas remain problematic,
l. Efforts to implement effective corrective actions are continuing by
i treating these areas as separate projects to enlist the support of
| the planning and work groups to identify exposure saving techniques.

Station management has targeted-completion c' these efforts by 1991,

e. Summary and Conclusions

The licensee has not undertaken a complete audit or assessment of
the ALARA program alone to identify the causes for the consistent

. Auditing ef forts thus f ar are conducted very wellpoor performance.
by highly qualified licensee personnel but have been directed at the
broad area of RP programs.

f .- Assessment Findings

Based on the above review, the following assessment findings wert
identified regarding the licensee's ALARA program.

l 42
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Strength: Began a comprehensive self assessment of the PP/ALARA
Program.

Improvement items:

Be more timely in implementing corrective actions in response
to ALARA weaknesses identified during the 1988 refueling outage and
the 1990 self assessment.

Focus auditing efforts on the ALARA program, using outside
sources of information in support of assessments.

11. Exit Meeting

The scope and findings of the inspection were summarized on May 31,
1990, with those persons indicated in Section 1. The inspectors
described the areas inspected, indicating that although the licensee
had a generally adequate ALARA program, there was still room for
considerable improvement in almost all areas of the program. The
licensee acknowledged the inspection findings without exception.
The licensee did not identify as proprietary any of the material
provided to or reviewed by the inspectors during this inspection.

.
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ATTACHHENT 1

Collective Dose Analysis
for

Palisades Nuclear Generating i ation

Collective Dose Per Reactor (Person-Rem / Year)A.

1986 1987 1988 1989

636 417 730 294

Palisades *
390 371 336

Average PWR

(NUREG-0713) *

+63% +12% +117%

% Otfference *
8th out 13th out 4th out

Rank (Highest) of 59 of 64 of 68

* Data Unavailable

Annual Individual Dose (mrem / year)
B.

1986 1987 1988 1989

442 372 500 286

Palisades *
370 379 360

-Average PWR
(NUREG-0713) *

+20% - 2% +39%

% Difference

* Data Unavailable

Daily Collective Dose per Reactor (mrem / day)
C. OutageNon-Outage

Dose Rate
Dose Rate

2520
330

Palisades (1986-1989)
4140

149
Average PWR >15 years old
(Hinson 90)

-39%
+121%

% Difference
Attachment 1
Page 1 of 1
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ATTACHMENT 3

A. ' REPETITIVE HIGH OOSE JOBS DURING OUTAGES

Collective Dose Summaries
for ,

Palisades versus Combustion Engineering PWRs j
(NUREG/CR-4254, May 1985)

| | Palisades
ICollective Dose Popula-l (pe rson- rem)

Job Title (3erson-rem) tion i 1983 1985 1988

4in Max Avg Size i RF0 RF0 - RF0 -

1

Steam Generator Tube Plugging | 4.5 580 120 9 | 27.8 5.2 29.0

l |-
Reactor Disassembly / Assembly 120- 160 68 13 i 95.2* 59.2 38.3

| | '

Snubber, Hanger, & Anchor 1-0.90 220 34 12- | 1.1 2.4 2.4

Bolt Inspection-and Repair i 1

--

-| |

Steam Generator Eddy Current i 3.1 140 31 16- 1135.0* 62.9* 46.9*
Testing | |

1 l

In-Service Inspection 1 0.58 49 24 14 1 91.0* 40,8* 30.4*

I I
** 3.7 4.8Reactor Coolant ~ Pump Seal -l 5.6 64 38 15 1 __

Replacement _I I

| | ,
'

Steam Generator Manway | 1.5- 26 9.9 15 | 18.0* 7.0 _6.1

Removal / Replacement :| |

1: I

. Fuel Shuffle / Sipping i 2.2 15 _7.0 12 | 10.1* 2.0- -4.6

-& Inspection- -| |"

l 1

Cavity _ Decontamination i 1.8- 11 5.3 12 1 __ ** 3.2 6.9*

Totals 40- 1300 320- 390 .190 170

- Indicates collective doses greater _than average-value for CE pressurized*
~

J
wate- reactors.

**0ata Unavailable.

>
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ATTACHMENT 3

REPETITIVE HIGH DOSE JOBS DURING ROUTINE OPERATI0tl5 AND OUTAGESB."

Collective Dose Sumraar:es
for

Palisades versus Combustion Engineering PWRs
(HUREG/CR-4254, May 1985)

Palisades
|

|
Collective Dose Popul a- l

(person-rem)|

Job Title I (person-rem) tion i
Routine ops & Outages

1 Min Max Avg Siie I 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989

Plant Decontam- 1 0.70 160- 20 12 | 26.1* 4.9 24.4* 33.0* 12.7
|

ination |
1

Routine Op-Surv i 7.0 22 13 6 | 13.5* 2.3 19.3* 11.6 16.5*|

|
& Valve Lineups |

l

Instr Repair i 1.3 38 9.7 L | 49.9* 12.7* 17.0* 13.5* 8.8
1

|
& Calibration |

|

Pri Valve Maint | 0.10 34 12 8 | 11.1 18.5* 29.6* 8.4 20.1*|

j
& Repair ( i

CVCS Repair 1 0.6 8.3 4.8 3 1 38.5* 85.8* 29.4* 11.1* 12.3*i

|
& Maintenance |

I

0.96 0.96 1 59.6* 77.4* 49.7* 70.7* 7.2*
l '

Shutdown Cooling I 0.96 i
System Repairs & I t

Maintenance I 200 2D0 170 150 78

Totals 11 260 60

* Indicates collective dose greater than average value for CE pressurized
water reactors.

Attachment 3
fage 2 of 2
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ATTACHMENT 4

]otal Adjusted Collective Ooses (Excluding Special Maintenance (SM))

Palisades Doses (Person Rem / Year)A.
_

SMk
Adjusted Total _

Total SM
Year

1986 636 5 0.8 631

1987 417 72 17.3 345

1988 730 75 10.3 655

1989 294 77 26.2 217

Average U.S. PWR Doses (Person-Rem / Year]
B.'

Adjusted Total
Year Total SM# SM%

1986 390 120 30.4 270

1987 371 125 33.6 246

1988 336 110 0 32.0 @ 226
*

*
**

1989
-

i

Data Unavailable PWR dose was*

Since data is not available, 1988 SM percent of average U.S.NUREG-0713*
t

assumed to be the average of the 1986 and 1987 SM percen s,@

a

\

}
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Docket No. 50-373
Docket No. 50-374

Cortmonwealth Edison Company
ATTN: Mr. Cordell Reed

Senior Vice President
Post Office Box 767
Chicago, IL 60690

,

Ger,tlemen:

This refers to the special team assessment conducted by Mr. William Snell and
others-of this office, NRC Headquarters NRC Region 1, and Brookhavan National
Laboratory on April 22 27,--1990, of activities at LaSalle County Nuclear
Station, Units-1 and 2, authorized by Operating Liceines No. NPF-11 and
No. NpF-18 and to the discussion of our findings-with itessrs. D. Galle and
G. Diederich and others of your staff at the conclusion of the inspection.,

The'' assessment was conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of licensee actions
to keep radiation doses at the LaSalle Statton as low as reasonably achievable-
(ALARA). The team used selective exani;rietions of procedures and representative

f records., interviews with personnel, and observations of activities in progress
to perform,the evaluation.

While Comonwealth Edison's ALARA program as.it relates to the LaSalle station
appears to be generally adequate, the inspectior, identified -a number of areas

~for your consideration to improve the effectiveness of the program. Inasmuch
~

-

as the radiation source term at the LaSalle Station appears to be lower than
that found in comparable facilities, we conclude that the work scope and

.

practices are likely the primary cause for the high exposures which have
'been experienced. A number of notable strengths and_ improvement items are
described in Enclosure 1 and are discussed in detail in the enclosed-report.
Within the' scope of .the assessment, no violations or deviations were identified.

. After you have completed your evaluation of this report, we would like to meet
.with you to discuso your evaluations.of our findings.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the Commission's regulations, a copy of
- this letter and its enclosurns will be placed in the NRC Publit: Document Room.-

L

%M/M/N Y
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t

MCommonwealth Edison Company 2

i

,

We will gladly discuss ary vastiona you have concerning this assessment.

Sincerely,
;

i

i

Wh*~ h
Charles E. Norelius, Director

,

Division of Radiation Safety
and Safeguards

.

Enclosures:
1. Erecutive Summary
2.- NRC Inspection Reports

No._50-373/9000b(DR$5);
|

No.- 50-374/90009(DRSS)

cc w/ enclosures:
; D. Galle, Vice President:- BWR

Operations-
' T. Kovach, Nuclear

Licensing Manager
'

G. J. Diederich, ?tation
Manager

DCD/DCB (RIDS)
Licensing Fee Management Branch

. Resident inspector, RI!!
Richard Hubbard.,

! J. W. McCaffrey, Chief. Public
Utilities Division ,

Patricia O'Brien, Governor's4
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ENCLOSURE 1

#

Executive Summary
'

,

During 19E7 and 1988 the annual collective radir. tion doses at the LaSalle
County Generating Station exceeded the national average for Boiling Water
Reactors (BWRs). For 1987 the dose per reactor (697 person-rem) was
36 percent above the national average of 513 person rem. This placed LaSalle
fifth highest out of 33 U.S. BWR$ for 1987. For 1988 the dose per reactor
(123f person-rem) was 134 percent above the national average of
529 person-rem. This placed LaSalle second highest out of 34 U.S. BWRs
for 1988. During 1989 the collective dose per reactor was 692 merson rem.

'Although the 1989 national averase collective dose was unavailasle, it appears
certain that LaSalle will again havt. exceeded the average for U.S. BWRs. It

appears, based on data available to date, that LaSalle may be_near the
national cycrage for 1990, which would continue the downward trend since 1988.

During the period of P 'il 22 27, 1990, a special team assessment was
conducted by the NRC to evaluate the licensee's efforts for maintainine
occupational radiation ooses as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA). 'The

-assessment included a review of the causes of the past high radiation doses;
an evaluation of the licensee's-current organization and program for keeping
radiation doses ALARA; a review of the initiatives the licensee has taken or
ir taking to bring the radiation doses to within industry norms; and an'

' assessment of licensee management's awareness of, involvement in, and support,

for the ALARA program.

The team concluded that inasmuch as-the radiation source term at the LaSalle
plant appears to be lower than that found in comparable facilities, the work
scope and pracutes are likely the primary cause for the high exposures which

'

have been experienced. The team found a high level of plant and corporate
management awareness-and support for the ALARA program. Although the _

>

licensee has iseen implementing a formal ALARA program since initial plant
startup in 1982, the high annual collective dose in 1988 brought additional
attention to the program. This additional attention has prompted numerous
program changes and upgrades,-from which tangible results-are being realized.
Recognizing the ALARA program was still evolving, and considering the .s

progress-that-had been made over the past three to five years, the; team ;'

concluded +. hat many of.the areas identified as needing improvement may have
eventually been independently _ identified and addressed by the licensee.

,

;
'

The licensee's ALARA program was found to be generally adequatet however,'a
number of areas where improvement would benefit the overall ALARA efforts
were identified by the inspection team. Program strengths-and areas where

~

the program can be significantly improved are sumarized as follows:

_ Strengths

~*- . Broad and effective corporate. support for the LaSalle Station ALARA
program,

i
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* Aggressive dose reduction program with respect to orogram and equipment
i ni t '. a t i v e s .

Iters for Inprovement

Conduct continuing comparisons of radiation dose data at LaSalle with*

that for average U.S. BWRs to identify areas where impr9venent is
warranted, and evaluate / implement corrective actions an appropriate
to reduce doses.

Implement an ALARA suggestion / incentive program.'

Expand the trati.ing program to address: advanced radiation worker*

training; ALARA staff qualification and on-the-job training; and
design engineering ALARA training.

Upgrade the quality of the mockup training to make it more realistic.*

Upgrade overall quality, content and guidance contained in RWP and ALARA*

procedures to ensure jobs are reviewed on sub task bases and to ensure
appropriate dose and contamination reduction techniques are considered.

Formalize and upgrade the criteria for performing ALARA job reviews and*

post-job evaluations.

.
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